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Intra-history. 
Term introduced by Spanish writer Miguel de Unamuno to 
refer to the inner life that serves as a permanent backdrop to a 
changing and visible history. 

“In the world there are no perfect men or women, all humans are composed of 
merits and sins. Likewise there can be no perfect or infallible states or govern-
ments. The means to identify perversity and justice is the same in the individual 
and in the community. He is called just who possesses more merits than sins, and 
in the perverse the terms are inverted. The same occurs in the state and govern-
ment. If in the conduct of its members merits exceed sins, justice reigns in that 
state or government, and if sins exceed merits, there reigns corruption.”

(Rabbi Moshe ben Maimon, “Maimonides,” in his book Mishneh-Torah,  
Contrition Section)
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Prologue

By Lincoln Diaz-Balart

My father wished he had completed his memoirs in free Cuba. But after 
46 years in exile, he died in Miami on May 6, 2005. He had suffered 
from a controllable bone marrow disease. However, in April 2005 the 

disease turned into an aggressive leukemia that put an end to his life in three weeks. 
Doctors said they could prolong his life for a few months but with invasive treat-
ments. He rejected them: “In life there are only two things one has to know,” he 
said “how to live and how to die. I have been able to live with dignity; I want to die 
with dignity.” He told his doctors, now his friends, that “getting sick has been worth 
it; it gave me the opportunity to meet you.”

When facing death, Rafael Diaz-Balart taught us what was perhaps his most im-
portant lesson: how to die. “This is harder for you than for me,” he told us. His 
tenderness, together with his impressive personal courage, his respect for others 
and his love for Cuba were never greater than during the last days of his life. In one 
of our last conversations, he asked me to read for him the letter from José Martí 
to Doctor Ramón Emeterio Betances, in which Martí asked the distinguished 
Puerto Rican physician to represent the Cuban Independence Movement in Paris. 
Rafael Diaz-Balart died with great faith in God and deeply convinced that Cuba 
would one day be free. 

The political program of “The White Rose,” written by Rafael Díaz-Balart, is repro-
duced here. 
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Rafael Diaz-Balart was an extraordinary man, with admirable qualities, including 
a unique generosity. He was never afraid of fighting for what he considered just, 
without worrying about the possibility of success. More than once he faced the 
world to denounce evil. In spite of having lived more than half of his life physi-
cally away from Cuba, he always used to say: “I’ve never left Cuba.” He was a tire-
less learner until the final moments of his life. His constant compass was his love 
for Cuba and his desire for freedom for all Cubans. But his thoughts and ideas 
evolved throughout his life. For example, he wrote a book on a theory he called 
“Bi-Americanism.” Years later, when I asked him why he never published it, he 
told me he no longer agreed with it. “Don’t forget Abraham Lincoln’s words,” he 
used to say, “I do not think much of a man who is not wiser today than he was 
yesterday.” What’s important in life, my father would say, is to maintain proper 
conduct; and to do that, many times it is necessary to change attitudes, opinions 
and even affiliations.

The painful lack of solidarity with Cubans from most governments of the world, 
especially in Latin America, had great influence on his thinking. What never 
changed was his love and devotion for Cuba. 

The autobiography of Rafael Diaz-Balart published here is only a brief sketch of 
his life. He wanted to add other anecdotes and experiences to the chapters. And he 
had other chapters to write. He wanted to tell about his professional experiences 
in Africa; about the activities of his last years, divided between Madrid and Miami 
where he was able to work with great friends; about his work on my brother Ma-
rio’s and my political campaigns and the extraordinary relationship he had with his 
four sons; about the activities of “The White Rose” during the last decade of his 
life, including its proclamation as a political party in June 2001 for the democratic 
Cuba of the future. He also wanted to write about his conviction that every genera-
tion of Cubans has the obligation to fight for Cuba’s freedom, whether to obtain or 
to maintain it; and about his unyielding faith in Cuba’s young people. 

He did not have enough time to do it. But I think it is important to publish what 
he did write, since he often expressed his desire that future generations of Cubans 

be aware of his experiences and impressions, as a contribution to the democratic 
stability of the future Republic. 

It is for those future generations of Cubans, whose freedom was not only the 
dream but also the ideal of Rafael Diaz-Balart’s life, that these memoirs have been 
published.
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A Cuban Memory

Many friends have asked me to write my memoirs. If I have finally de-
cided to do so, it is because I think they can be useful for the new gen-
erations of Cubans from whom their history, among other things, has 

been taken away. And useful for the future as well, as Cubans will have to rescue 
the truth of our nation’s history from the immense swamp of lies in which they 
have been submerged by Castroite historiography. In the hands of Castroism, his-
tory has become a collection of myths, misrepresentations and poorly construct-
ed legends which have, nevertheless, imposed themselves as truths, even for many 
true opponents of totalitarianism. And they have, of course, been accepted as irre-
futable international dogmas. Future historians will have to unravel tons of lies to 
bring the truth to light. As a direct participant in my country’s history for the last six 
decades, I have not for a minute stopped thinking about nor loving my homeland. 
I believe that the memories I keep of so many struggles and events, as well as my 
reflections, can contribute to the essential task of finding the truth.  In these pages 
I will not go into great detail about aspects of my personal life that are not directly 
related to my public life. These will thus be political memories and reflections. 

I was born in Banes, a small town in what today is the province of Holguín (in 
the probably arbitrary administrative division of Castroism) on January 17, 1926.  
Banes was a town with important economic activity that revolved around the for-
mer Boston sugar mill, property of the United Fruit Company. In spite of the bad 
reputation it has had in the press, especially in Central America, that American 
company paid high wages to its workers in Cuba, complied with tax obligations 
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(something that many domestic companies did not do) and contributed to the 
social well-being of the town, by financing, for example, the construction of the 
aqueduct and the sewer system, not only for the company’s workers, but for the 
entire population.

My father, Rafael José Diaz Balart, worked as a lawyer for United, at the Boston 
as well as the Preston mills, in the town of Mayarí. He was also president of the 
city council and mayor of the town as a member of the Liberal Party. I have to 
say that my father was a man of the most extraordinary integrity and calling for 
public service I ever met.  It is also with great pride that I have some prominent 
mambíses1 among my direct ancestors (their memory highly influenced my love 
for Cuba). Two great-uncles, Manuel and Rafael Balart, participated with Maceo 
in the invasion from east to west, from the famous Mangos de Baraguá. Rafael 
died in a battlefield when he was seventeen years of age in Pinar del Río with the 
rank of captain, whereas Manuel, a commander in the Liberation Army, was the 
chief of police of Santiago de Cuba after Independence.  My maternal grandfather, 
Juan Gutiérrez, was held prisoner with his brother Francisco (Pancho) after Pan-
cho’s worried wife, looking for comfort, told a Spanish priest during confession 
that her husband was planning to join along with his brother in the uprising being 
organized by José Martí.  Juan and Pancho were exiled to Ceuta in Northern Af-
rica where they spent years in a Spanish prison before they could escape to Santo 
Domingo. Pancho opened a dry cleaning business there, where Juan also worked, 
until they were both able to go back to Santiago de Cuba. After the beginning of 
the Republic, Pancho became governor of Oriente Province. My mother, América 
Gutiérrez Vila, who was a teacher, died at age 28 of puerperal fever, shortly after my 
youngest brother Waldo was born, when I was 5 years old. This family environ-
ment in which there were political discussions and a profound respect for public 
service, as well as the moving memory of the travails of the war for independence, 
influenced my precocious interest for politics, as I will explain later. On the other 
hand, the unfortunate experiences my brothers and I had to go through with my 
father’s second wife from the day he brought her to live with us when I was seven, 

1  The term Mambí is used to refer to the soldiers who participated in the Cuban War of Independence 
(Translator’s note)

strengthened my already mature character as I felt the need to protect my brothers 
and sister as the oldest sibling. Although she never abused us physically, we did 
suffer from psychological abuse.  

I began my studies at a Quaker school called Los Amigos de Banes. I later contin-
ued my schooling years at La Salle Catholic School in Marianao, Havana. By then 
my father had been elected as a member of the House of Representatives so we all 
moved to the capital. My brother Frank and I became boarders at La Salle de Mari-
anao when my father returned to Banes. We then spent 7th and 8th grades as well 
as the first two years of high school at the international Baptist school El Cristo, 
close to Santiago de Cuba. We finished high school at La Progresiva de Cárdenas, 
a great Presbyterian school. This shows that at least from a religious point of view, 
I received a strong ecumenical formation. Most of these schools were certainly 
very good. Private teaching in Cuba had very high standards, but it had a serious 
flaw: it was racist. The Republic should never have allowed the practice of racism 
in private schools. Firstly, because it was against the law and secondly, because 
our nation was and still is a mestizo (a racially mixed) country, and was formed 
from our very foundation by white, black, Chinese and their crossbreeding. It was, 
then, an unspeakable injustice that in some sectors of society, especially in private 
education, despicable acts of racism took place. There was a lack of complemen-
tary legislation to the 20th article of the Constitution, prohibiting all expressions 
of racism. Since 1940, members of the Constitutional convention lobbied during 
three legislative sessions to have this law passed by the Congress. But it was not 
approved. I myself, as a leader in Congress, drafted a bill regarding this matter. I 
did not introduce it. Many friends discouraged me as they were afraid that signing 
this law could cause difficulties for President Batista. I was always very sensitive to 
racism and classism in Cuban society. I recall, for instance, a speech (to which I will 
refer later) that I gave in the north terrace of the Presidential Palace on November 
2, 1953, a few months after the events of the Moncada Barracks. In the speech, 
I publicly told the President:  “Batista, don’t forget that you were born on a dirt 
floor, under a guano2 roof with yagua3 walls. Avoid the elegant clubs. You should 

2  The word guano originates from the Quichua language of the Andes and means “the droppings of sea birds.” 
(Translator’s note)

3  A type of Caribbean palm tree. (Translator’s note)
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instead get closer to the people.” The inability to implement the 20th article of the 
1940 Constitution was certainly a great flaw of the Republic.

In public education, which also had high standards, that problem did not exist. 
During the Republic, education in Cuba obtained very important achievements, 
which placed the country among the best ranked in the Americas, despite having 
gained independence many years after the other nations in the region. 

Cuba’s literacy rate was the second in Latin America; teachers as well as textbooks 
gained deserved recognition. The reality of education in Cuba during the Repub-
lic was far from being the black legend that Castroism has wanted the world to 
believe to justify its mistakes and horrors. The structural and professional founda-
tion was created so that within a few years the negative aspects of our reality could 
be overcome.  This could have been achieved without having to pay the high price 
of lack of freedom and the economic and social disaster of Castroism.  I remem-
ber that Andrés Rivero Agüero, elected president in the last and very complex 
elections of 1958, after having appointed me as secretary of education, asked me 
to come up with a plan. In few years, illiteracy, which in 1958 already was at less 
than 20%, would be eradicated from Cuba, with lower rates even than Costa Rica, 
which is now recognized as a model for education in the Americas.

Going back to the start, as I have mentioned, I had an early curiosity for politics. My 
first memories are related to the dramatic events that followed the fall of President 
Gerardo Machado in August 1933. Despite being only seven years old, I remember 
what happened very vividly.  My father was at the time, as I mentioned earlier, the 
mayor of Banes, representing the Liberal Party, the party of President Machado.  

The revolution that caused Machado’s fall was followed by countless bloody 
events, like the lynching of many of Machado’s collaborators and followers. Some 
Liberal Party mayors of towns close to Banes were persecuted and even assassi-
nated. My father, on the contrary, remained in town and was even asked to contin-
ue in his position, but he refused on the grounds of political ethics. He suggested 
Miguel Ángel Tamayo, a prestigious pharmacist, who was appointed. Those were 

difficult and convulsed times. During the first days, the most important bateyes of 
the island, which are the places surrounding the sugar production centers where 
the workers would live, were controlled by Communist Party committee posts, 
some were even named “soviets.”  I have never forgotten the communists singing 
those days in the streets: “Long live communism and freedom, look for a couple of 
pesos and give me half of them.” 

In August 1933, Machado’s government was overthrown by the well-known 
American “mediation,” conducted by Sumner Welles and supported by the Platt 
Amendment. This occurred on August 12 and the following days. But it was not 
until September 4 that truly revolutionary forces appeared on the political scene. 
The mediation government, presided by  Carlos Manuel de Céspedes, son of the 
Padre de la Patria (Father of the Fatherland) and a renowned career diplomat, 
was  overthrown.  The council of students, which among its leaders were Professor 
Ramón Grau San Martín, and students Carlos Prío Socarrás, Tony Varona and 
Antonio Guiteras, who came from Joven Cuba, all of them supported by the class 
movement and soldiers led by a sergeant named Batista, put an end to the Me-
diation Government imposed by Sumner Welles, and the Pentarchy Government 
assumed command. On September 10, due to its evident inoperability, the Pent-
archy was dissolved and Grau took command as president, appointed by all other 
members of the government and supported by Batista, who in turn, was designat-
ed  colonel-in-chief of the Army. Until then, the Army was highly prestigious, but 
it was characterized by an extraordinary classism. The chief of the Army was  Julio 
Sanguily y Echarte, who belonged to the high bourgeoisie as his father and uncle 
had been among the few officers of the Mambí Army with great “social relevance.”

Batista was appointed colonel-in-chief of the Army, against the wishes of the high 
command’s officers, who refused to negotiate with the government, since they had 
the support of Sumner Welles and American warships anchored in Havana Bay. 
Finally, the troops loyal to the government and to Batista, surrounded the National 
Hotel and forced the surrender of the officers who had taken refuge there under 
the protection of Sumner Welles. It was then, with Grau as president and Batista 
as colonel-in-chief of the Army, that the Revolutionary Government was officially 
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installed.  A great portion of society was astonished. New and strange names start-
ed to appear in the front pages of newspapers indicating that a deep change was 
taking place. Fulgencio, Ruperto, Eleuterio, Ulsiseno were names of humble and 
peasant origin. And the most surprising fact for everyone was that the leader, aside 
from being of humble origin, was a mulato. 

This caused a reaction incited by factors that had great impact in the political desti-
ny of the nation: classism and racism, which whether in an open or hidden manner 
have been present until today.  As a matter of fact, there is a great historical injustice 
around the historiography of these events.  I am referring to the often-mentioned 
decrees signed by Grau-Guiteras, responding to popular demands. These mea-
sures were rejected by many sectors of society and were only possible due to the 
support given to them by the military led by Batista. It would be fair to call them 
Grau- Guiteras- Batista decrees. After the one hundred days of the Grau-Guiteras 
government, overthrown by Batista and the Council of Students when the revolu-
tionary forces became divided in 1934, not one of these decrees was revoked, but 
many with clear social connotation, were improved. As I have said, this happened 
despite extraordinary pressure from powerful sectors of society.  Likewise, the his-
toriography of those years tends to unjustly ignore the great achievement of the 
abrogation of the “Platt Amendment,” achieved by President Carlos Mendieta in 
May of 1934 with the firm support of the colonel-in-chief of the Army.

All these events occurred before my eyes as a child and teenager. I know them first 
hand and I also have many direct sources, including my own father, especially for 
the following years that I call the great democratic transition, which culminated 
with the Constitutional Convention, the approval of the Constitution and the ex-
emplary elections after which Batista  handed power to the opposition, on June 1, 
1944, known as the jornada gloriosa (the glorious day).

Those were stormy years.  I must say that Batista, who was the strong man behind 
the scenes, had to face great resistance for the programs he put into place to im-
prove society. An example of this was the 1938 decree instituting a paid weekly 
day of leave for domestic workers. In Batista’s speech given to commemorate 

September 4, he explained how he asked his friend, the then President Federico 
Laredo Bru, an honest and able man, to carry out this measure. Laredo did ap-
prove the decree, but the movement against it, accusing the president and Batista 
of being communists, was so strong, that he finally decided to revoke it, generating 
the disagreement of the colonel-in-chief of the Army. Later, Batista would finally 
implement the controversial decree himself as President after his election in 1940. 

In the meantime, the country struggled toward democracy. In 1936 the first elec-
tions after the fall of Machado took place. The opposition candidate was General 
Mario García Menocal, who had already been president and was a great caudillo. 
Batista, on the other hand, supported Miguel Mariano Gómez, who won the elec-
tions thanks to his support and despite the great political power and prestige of his 
opponent. The chief of the Army based his support of Gomez on the idea of main-
taining and developing the social policies that were implemented in previous years. 

Once Miguel Mariano was in power, a law calling for a tax of  nine cents on each 
sack of sugar exported was approved. It had the objective of financing the great 
rural education project Batista had started with rural teachers, rural schools, train-
ing primary and secondary students in addition to technicians and professionals, 
called  Institutos Cívico-Militares.  The law for the financing of rural education was 
approved in December of 1936 by the Lower House of Congress, with 106 votes 
in favor (including my father’s, a strong defender of rural education, who also sub-
sequently voted to impeach Miguel Mariano) and 43 votes against. But Miguel 
Mariano gave in to the pressures against rural education and decided to veto the 
law. As a result, Congress, with a majority of Batista supporters, impeached him. In 
the Lower Chamber, there were 111 votes in favor of the impeachment and only 45 
against. Batista was then accused of being militarist, in order to hide the illegitimate 
interests that were behind the opposition to his rural education project. There are 
many examples that could illustrate the fierce classist and racist reaction that was at 
the root of Cuban political life, especially against Batista. 

In 1939, as an opposition initiative and after a consensus among Batista, Grau and  
Menocal achieved by Laredo Bru, an election of delegates for a Constitutional 
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Assembly took place. In spite of my young age, I followed this process with great 
interest. In those elections, the majority of the delegates elected were of  the op-
position. There were 41 opposition delegates, including 18 Auténticos, 15 Meno-
calistas, and 4 of the ABC. The government parties obtained 35 votes, including 16 
from the Liberal Party, 9 from former President Mendieta’s party and 6 Commu-
nists. The assembly’s sessions were broadcasted live on the radio and I didn’t miss 
a single session of the debates, which I found fascinating. I recall that in certain 
occasions I skipped classes to listen to the debates. The transcriptions of those ses-
sions were published in two thick volumes and years later I had the opportunity to 
study them thoroughly.

I can say that by then I already had political conscience. I was not only interested 
in what happened in Cuba, but also in the terrible events that initiated the Second 
World War in Europe. Having studied at El Cristo International Schools also led me 
to develop a political conscience. I eagerly followed the news about Hitler’s unpun-
ished occupation of Czechoslovakia, the subjugation of the Sudetes. I also learned 
about the conspiracy of Chamberlain, the Munich agreements with Hitler, which, 
according to the appeasers of the time, would ensure  peace for 100 years. Shortly 
afterwards, Hitler occupied Poland and the war started. All these events, together 
with Cuba’s national problems, were debated at the time. There were defenders of 
Nazism and Communism, but truthfully, they were not many. I remember defend-
ing Charles de Gaulle and Winston Churchill with great passion; they were my idols.  
This reminds me that when Fidel Castro and I both started Law School at La Uni-
versidad de La Habana, as I will explain later on, he was, as he himself has recognized, 
completely ignorant of politics and never had these kinds of concerns. I had met him 
briefly the year before in a basketball game; he played for the team of Belén High 
School in Havana, and I was part of the team of La Progresiva School in Cárdenas. It 
was not until the university that he developed his political interests and became an 
avid reader and admirer of Benito Mussolini and José Antonio Primo de Rivera. This 
is why I have always said that Castro is a fascist who arrived late to fascism, and be-
came affiliated with a very similar totalitarian doctrine, Marxism-Leninism. But this 
would happen much later, as an excuse to take total power. Castro’s main problem 
was always power. Without a doubt, it was a problem with psychopathologic roots. 

The subject of communism was in vogue at the university, represented by a very 
small yet very well organized group. They even had presence in the Student Fed-
eration (FEU for its initials in Spanish). For example, Baudilio Castellanos, re-
nowned member of the Communist Party and president of the class that followed 
ours in Law School; Alfredo Guevara, leader of the students of the Faculty of Arts, 
as well as others who were not students but actively participated in university ac-
tivities, like Max Martín and Leonel Soto, with whom I had a good relationship, 
as I also did with Alfredo Guevara. They were very active. The Communists had a 
very good relationship with Fidel, so much so that he made them responsible for 
the education of his younger brother, Raúl Castro. When Raul was 14 or 15 years 
old, he hadn’t even finished third grade. His father sent him to Havana, asking Fidel 
to try to do something for him.  The only possible decision was made: to register 
him in some intensive courses to obtain the basic knowledge required to take the 
entrance exam for the school of administration at the university, for which a high 
school diploma was not necessary. Alfredo Guevara and Leonel Soto took care of 
this matter through party schools. This is how Raúl, a 14 or 15-year-old teenager, 
without any academic preparation, completely fell into the grasp of communist 
ideology, and of course, became a sort of communist priest. He was even sent as a 
representative to an international meeting of communist youth in Czechoslovakia. 

Going back to my political interests, I cannot forget my devotion for the history of 
my country, for the immense civic and moral treasure left as a legacy by our heroic 
independence fighters:  Martí, Maceo, Céspedes, Agramonte. I learned to worship 
them ever since I was a child. At the El Cristo School, I had the privilege of having 
an exceptional teacher, Juan Cabrera Polo, who not only played an important role 
in my patriotic formation, but also stimulated my vocation for politics and public 
speaking. In patriotic events that took place at the school, I was usually asked to 
make the commemorative speeches. It is important to mention that during the 
Republic,   in general terms, teachers fulfilled with great dignity the mission of forg-
ing the patriotic conscience of the new generations of Cubans. 
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My father, Rafael José Diaz Balart, 
as mayor of Banes in 1933. To the right, 

with white shirt and moustache, 
my great uncle, Mambí Commander 

Manuel Balart. My mother, América Gutiérrez Vila.
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The University

In 1945 I started studying at the Universidad de La Habana. That very year Fi-
del Castro also began his studies. I arrived at the university with the clear idea 
of studying law, but I was also interested in participating in the political life of 

the university, which at the time was very intense, very politicized, in fact, violently 
politicized. I expected it, but reality was much harder than my expectation.

When I arrived at the Universidad de La Habana I thought I was going to find 
great support for former President Batista, who in 1944, as I have already men-
tioned, had handed power over to the opposition leader Ramón Grau San Martin, 
and immediately had to flee into exile. Yes, even at the very moment of the transi-
tion of power, when Batista was leaving the Presidential Palace, Grau supporters 
tried to physically attack him and his followers. This fact is often ignored by histori-
ans and analysts. It’s true that Grau reached the presidency in a completely demo-
cratic way, and therefore had the legitimacy of origin; nonetheless, by persecuting 
the opposition from the beginning and exiling its leader, Grau wasn’t fulfilling the 
other essential requirement of democracy, the legitimacy of exercise. 

Under those circumstances, I thought I was going to find sympathy for the former 
president, but to my surprise I found quite the opposite. That university, at the time 
the only one in the country, was exceptionally classist and racist. On campus you 
could perceive a visceral hatred for Batista, many students calling him a “negro de 
mierda,” (“a full of shit nigger”), their greatest insult. I was nineteen years old, did 
not know Batista personally, nor did I have any type of relationship with him, but I 
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started defending him at the university.  I became a Batista supporter in pectore (on 
my own) at great personal risk. Aside from the reasons I have stated, the fact that Ba-
tista was recognized as a great democrat in all of Latin America had a big influence 
on me. He was the man who had refused to deal with Perón or Trujillo because they 
were dictators; the author of “Sombras de América,” (Shadows of America) a book 
in which he denounced dictatorships and strongly defended democracy. This oc-
curred in 1945, but it wasn’t until 1948, when I returned from my self-exile, as I will 
explain later on, that I met Batista, who was also coming back from his own exile.

From the beginning of my university adventure, I had an important friendship 
with Arturo Zaldívar Ricardo, who had been the leader of the class which arrived 
the year before I did. He also was a native of Banes and I remember him fondly. His 
father had been an admired fighter in the Independence War. At the Law School, 
each class would elect a delegate to the student federation for each of the five sub-
jects taught. So our class had five delegates, and I managed to be elected as the 
delegate from the General Theory of the State class during my first year, while Fi-
del Castro was elected for Legal Anthropology. In my case, aside from my calling, 
my friendship with Arturo was of great help, because a large number of the 500 or 
600 students in our first year class failed some of the subjects in the curriculum. 
Arturo’s help gave me electoral strength, as students from the prior class who had 
failed a subject could vote for delegates from my class.  

From the beginning, my political aspiration went in hand with my brother Frank’s 
and my training to be part of the basketball team. The coach, “The Gallego Iglesias,” 
invited us and gave us basketball scholarships, which were almost symbolic, 30 or 
40 pesos a year, but that amount was equivalent to a year of tuition at the univer-
sity. Fidel Castro also obtained a scholarship as a former basketball player from the 
Colegio de Belén, where he had been one of the team’s stars. It was playing basket-
ball that we got to know each other. We both failed miserably in our attempt to join 
the university team given the quality of the players that came from public schools.  
Later, Fidel insisted on other sports, like baseball, failing even more dramatically.  I 
have no idea where the legend came from that he was able to try out for the major 
leagues. Completely false. In college, he was dead weight in sports.

His failure in sports caused him to transfer his energy and motivation toward poli-
tics. His desire for leadership and popularity, which would later become psychotic, 
made him leap from being totally ignorant and uninterested in politics, to being an 
activist, unfortunately for Cuba, as I would only later realize. Since we had become 
very good friends through basketball practices, he asked to participate with me in 
university politics. I accepted and we made an agreement that he would help me 
in my aspiration to become vice-president of the Public Law and Social Science 
Association. He soon broke our agreement. Although it was true that I had the 
advantage of being friends with Zaldívar, I still needed to work as a typist to cover 
my brother’s and my expenses, so I could not attend classes regularly. Fidel did not 
have to work and also had the privilege of being the only one in our class with a 
new car, which his father had bought for him. He thought this would favor him, 
so he presented his own candidacy and started campaigning against me. There 
were three candidacies including the one of another student whose name I don’t 
remember. About a month before the election, Fidel came to see me again and 
told me we needed to work together.  If not, we risked letting the third contender 
win. Together, he said, we would ensure victory. And of course, we joined forces.

In our joint candidacy, a brilliant man, Rolando Amador, perhaps the most eru-
dite of all Cubans in exile, was on my list running for sub delegate. He is a man 
who speaks several languages and is very learned in many topics, especially East-
ern philosophy and theology.  Just before the election was to take place, and after 
Easter break, when I was on vacation back home and therefore could not cam-
paign on campus, I nonetheless felt relaxed because our joint candidacy ensured 
our victory. Rolando Amador found out that our supposed ally was campaigning 
against me. This was obviously a betrayal, so Amador confronted him, and they 
even got into a fistfight. When I returned from my vacation and found out what 
had happened, I responded to Castro’s lack of loyalty (a personality trait) and 
decided not to give him back a file with information on students that he had put 
together, considering he had plenty of free time being the son of a wealthy land 
owner and didn’t have to work. He then came to see me and said that there had 
been a misunderstanding and asked me for the file. I said I had lost it on the train. 
A week later, after reconsidering, he came to see me once again. He recognized 
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his disloyalty and asked to reconcile. We became friends and participated togeth-
er in many university battles. 

By then the university was a political hotbed, and not only regarding national 
problems. There were, for instance, solidarity committees in favor of freedom for 
the Dominican Republic, which suffered from the tyranny of Trujillo, and in favor 
of the State of Israel, among others. I was the head of the Committee for democ-
racy in the Dominican Republic, as well as a member of the Committee for soli-
darity with the Jewish people. I remember my early sympathy for the Jewish cause, 
as a result of my father’s relations with the Jewish community in Banes, which he 
represented as their lawyer. Unfortunately, Cuba’s vote was the only one in all of 
Latin America against the recognition of the State of Israel at the United Nations. 
It was the government of Ramón Grau San Martín, who was somewhat of an anti-
Semite. Paradoxically, history depicts this anti-Semite as a great revolutionary. An-
other paradox: Batista was always pro-Jewish.

Around that time Manolo Castro (not related to Fidel) was president of the FEU. 
He belonged to the generation of 1930, the one that participated in the Revolution 
against Machado. Although he was a teacher’s aide, he was able to keep his student 
condition and his control of the FEU by leaving two classes incomplete. It is im-
portant to remember that the FEU was a political organization of great importance, 
and being its president was more powerful a position than being in the presidential 
cabinet. Manolo Castro had control of the FEU with the support of President Grau. 
Two of his collaborators were Mario Salabarría and Rolando Masferrer, all of them 
members of the Socialist Revolutionary Movement (MSR for its Spanish initials).

Fidel and I were against that group from the start. Among other things, we were 
motivated by the fact that President Grau started destroying the social policies and 
advancements made by Batista, from the beginning of his government, showing 
a clear and inappropriate attitude of revenge.  For instance, the Balneario Cívico 
Militar, an army recreational center for the poor and orphans of workers and sol-
diers, was, as strange as it may sound, given to the FEU. The murder of Gustavo 
Mejías, president of the Public Law and Social Sciences Association, of which I 

was vice president, was related to this unjustified event. Grau had also rescinded 
the budget for the Respiratory Tract Institute that belonged to the university as an 
autonomous entity. The Institute was directed by Professor Antonetti, with whom 
Grau had some kind of personal conflict. Fidel and I expressed our opposition to 
these arbitrary actions at the FEU, which annoyed Manolo Castro, who was com-
mitted to supporting the president. He wouldn’t even listen to us. I recall his exacts 
words: “We made the Revolution and we are not going to allow these kids who 
were born yesterday, to jeopardize the conquests of this Revolution.” It is interest-
ing how this “revolutionary” rhetoric already existed, and how Castro made it his 
own and still uses it today. (By the way, it would be healthy to bury the word and 
concept of “Revolution” in free Cuba). Once the serious conflict between Manolo 
Castro and Fidel was evident, we had to reflect upon it. Our situation was of clear 
disadvantage, since Manolo Castro had on his side the MSR, which controlled 
the university - including the autonomous police - and also possessed guns. We 
didn’t have any means to face that power; that is why Fidel, my brother Frank and 
I decided to become members of the Revolutionary  Insurrectional Union (UIR 
for its Spanish initials) to garner some support. The main leaders of this organiza-
tion were Emilio Tro, Vidalito Morales and José de Jesús Ginfaume, among others.

The inflamed political atmosphere of those days was represented by these orga-
nizations, all of them of a violent, even gangster-like nature. Aside from the men-
tioned groups, there was the Revolutionary Guiteras Movement, directed by a 
man called “the strange one.” Many of them, including the UIR, had been created 
with the express objective of killing supporters of Batista, which they actually did, 
as Vidalito Morales himself confessed in an interview my son José did of him 
for his college dissertation. Later, all of these organizations became dedicated to 
struggling for perks and bureaucratic positions and started killing each other. The 
UIR had a slogan: “Justice, however delayed, will be served,” and would attach a 
sign with these words on corpses after their murders. The Revolutionary Guiteras 
Movement, on the other hand, had its own slogan: “May the will of martyrs be 
done” and also left signs after killing. The state of chaos and political violence dur-
ing those years was dreadful. And the worse thing was that Grau’s government did 
nothing to put an end to it. On the contrary, it encouraged it. 
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I remember the events of the Orfila neighborhood as an example of the complic-
ity of the government in this violence. President Grau appointed one of the heads 
of the MSR, Mario Salabarría, as chief of police, and other members of the or-
ganization were named captains and lieutenants. At the same time, he appointed 
Emilio Tro, from the rival UIR, as commander, and placed them all together in the 
same building so they would kill each other. In fact they did so, in an armed con-
frontation in the middle of the city that lasted for hours, and no one intervened. It 
was a shameful massacre. 

In this environment of violence and impunity, it was not possible to be alone. You 
had to belong to a group to be protected. The only alternative was withdrawing 
from all student political activity. At the university, the autonomous police would 
search students for weapons. However, members of the MSR were allowed to 
carry guns, whereas we were not. The truth is that we were involved in struggles in 
which there was a permanent risk of killing or being killed.

Killing or dying was always a latent possibility and hurt my sensitivity every day. 
I confess that I was more deeply worried by the possibility of killing than being 
killed. If it is sad to be killed, it’s even sadder having to kill without knowing who 
or why. Under those circumstances, they would tell you: “tomorrow we will pick 
you up in a certain place at a certain time, with your gun and we will go kill a man, 
we will then tell you who he is.” And you were forced to go because you were com-
mitted and they were protecting you. In this mad and terrible confusion, Manolo 
Castro was killed and Fidel was blamed for his death. The truth is that Fidel did not 
directly participate in this event; he couldn’t have, because at that moment, he was 
somewhere else with my brother Frank, who has always told the truth about this. I 
remember that in 1948, when Fidel arrived in New York, where I was self-exiled - a 
period which I will refer to later - he told me that he believed that Rolando Mans-
ferrer should have been killed first and then Manolo Castro; doing it the other way 
around, as it happened, didn’t make any sense, since Mansferrer, who was smarter, 
would take political advantage of the crime. All this caused the extinction of the 
UIR, mainly because all its leaders were killed in the Battle of Orfila.  

Although I can state that Fidel Castro was not the author of Manolo Castro’s mur-
der, I can assert that in many occasions he showed clear signs of a psychopathic 
and violent personality, developed within the breeding ground of the strong politi-
cal disease that ravaged university life. One day, during a meeting of the five del-
egate representatives of our first year law school class at the university, Fidel came 
up with the surprising idea that we should murder Leonel Gómez, a high school 
student leader; his proposal was based on the delirious argument that Leonel 
would end up entering the university, and once there, with the approval of Grau’s 
government, would take control of the FEU. I strongly objected to the proposal 
and Castro didn’t find any support among our group of student leaders. It’s not 
hard to understand how atrocious it was that a group of youngsters were discuss-
ing the murder of another young student who had not harmed us in any way and 
we hadn’t even met. Although Castro’s proposal was rejected by four delegates of 
our class, sometime later Fidel did shoot the poor soul from behind. Another day, 
as we were in his car driving through Belascoaín Street, when we stopped at a red 
light, we saw that next to us was the car of Fabio Ruiz Rojas, the national chief 
of police, who was a good person and was traveling alone with his driver. Castro 
proposed killing him right there. Are you crazy? I replied. Fortunately, a green light 
foiled the attempt. 
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A De Facto Coup

 

The country was in a generalized, an institutionalized, state of violence 
from the very first day in which Grau San Martín assumed the presiden-
cy of the Republic. In fact, the persecution of opponents, including the 

exiling of the head of the opposition and the extraordinary climate of insecurity 
promoted by the government, constituted a de facto coup against the democratic 
system. Even the national chief of police, Colonel Fabio Ruiz Rojas, was so fearful 
for his life that he left his office one day and went directly to the airport and into ex-
ile, still wearing his uniform. His name had appeared on Commander Emilio Tro’s 
tomb, allegedly as one of those responsible for Tro’s death. The name of Congress-
man Alejo Cossío del Pino, who was murdered in the streets of Havana days before 
the coup of March 10, 1952, also appeared on the tomb before his assassination.  

It is a historical fact that, after the adoption of the 1940 Constitution -approved by 
a completely sovereign Constitutional Assembly- in which most of the delegates 
elected were members of parties opposed to Batista, general elections took place 
and Batista won the presidency freely and fairly. There was peace in Cuba dur-
ing his government, and the country was unmistakably democratic until 1944. A 
good example of this can be seen in the censure vote that the opposition presented 
against Prime Minister Carlos Saladrigas, in my opinion one of the most admi-
rable statesmen of the Republican era. Although Saladrigas won the vote, in a ges-
ture of greatness, he said:  “I have won but I think the spirit of the country is against 
my government, so I resign.” This civic example drastically contrasts with one that 
occurred later, in Grau’s government, when in a similar situation, but in which the 
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censure vote succeeded, the “Autentico” leader’s reaction was to promote all his 
Under-Secretaries to Secretaries, forming what was known as the “Under-Cabi-
net.” President Grau told the press he had passed by a place with a terrible smell 
and thought he was near a tannery, but that no, he was near the Capitol building. 
There were many events that characterized the manner in which Grau constantly 
mocked Cuban institutions, like the grotesque theft of the Capitol’s symbolic dia-
mond followed by a press conference by Grau where the President explained that 
the precious stone had inexplicably appeared in his office. 

In spite of all this, I respect Grau because of how he conducted himself during the 
last years of his life. In his wheelchair, he remained in the country after Castro took 
power. I always remember his praiseworthy attitude when he appeared on televi-
sion, the only time he was allowed to do so, during the early days of the Castro 
regime, and was asked: “You can’t deny that these young fellows who came down 
from the mountains are heroes, can you?” He replied: “Heroes they might be, al-
right, but they’ll bankrupt the Republic.” How right he was!

Searching For My Calling

 

Since I didn’t want to kill or be killed, or to be part of the groups that killed, I 
left for the United States after obtaining a scholarship to study theology at 
the Theological Seminary at Princeton University. I also decided to leave 

because I was unclear as to my true calling: politics or religion. 

Until the last moment before leaving for the United States, I was involved in 
very dangerous events due to a dispute regarding the election for the presiden-
cy of the FEU. This time, Manolo Castro was not a candidate, but, rather, he 
supported Isaac Arana, at the time the president of the School of Commercial 
Sciences. Fidel and I supported Humberto Ruiz Leiro, who was the leader of 
the School of Dentistry. We attended a meeting that took place in a basement. 
We could have been easily massacred there, since our opponents were armed 
with machine guns and we were pretty much unarmed. The situation was very 
complicated, because due to some technical-legal tangle, both groups had the 
same number of delegates, or votes. At the most tense moment, I took the floor 
and called for common sense. The move was seconded in a speech by the presi-
dent of the School of Education, who, defending the other group, was so visibly 
moved that she almost fainted. She made a desperate call for all of us to avoid 
confrontation and a certain massacre. A recess was called to find a consensus 
candidate, Enrique Ovares, the president of the School of Architecture. It was 
from that meeting that I left directly for the airport, accompanied by some UIR 
colleagues, including Fidel. 
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So I left for the United States to study theology at the seminary and to be a teaching 
assistant in Spanish at Princeton University. In the seminary, I was also asked to work 
during weekends as a pastor for Puerto Rican immigrants who worked the lands of 
Mennonite farmers, outside Lancaster, Pennsylvania. After a few months, I was also 
asked to take responsibility for a Puerto Rican congregation at the DeWitt Memorial 
Church (today DeWitt Reformed Church) in New York, at 280 Rivington Street on 
the Lower East Side of Manhattan. An English-speaking congregation and another one 
comprised of “White Russians,” as exiled Russians were called, also worshiped there. 

In the meantime, Hilda Caballero, my fiancée at the time, and the future mother of 
my four children, had finished her studies in the United States and we decided to 
get married. It was March 1948 when we settled in a small apartment in Princeton. 
Once I finished the course, and having reflected a great deal, I gave up my idea of 
becoming a protestant minister.

During my year at the Princeton Seminary I determined that my calling was not 
the church. I was exposed to the entrails of the Protestant ecclesiastical hierarchy, 
as I had been to the Catholic Church before through my readings. Neither of them 
satisfied me then nor now. I realized that my true calling was politics and public 
service, understood -as it should be- as a secular priesthood. But the experience of 
the seminary was nonetheless very fulfilling. 

With the help of Hilda’s aunt and uncle, we managed to rent a furnished room 
in New York, at 155 West 82nd Street. We arrived there with all our belongings, 
which fit in two small suitcases. She started working at an office equipment factory 
and I got a job as a typist and translator from English into Portuguese, without re-
ally knowing either of the languages. We tried to save money to go back to Cuba so 
I could finish studying law and enter politics, my true calling. In the meantime, my 
sister Mirta married my classmate, Fidel Castro. Since he was the son of a wealthy 
landowner, they spent their honeymoon at an elegant Miami Beach hotel. An in-
teresting fact is that among their wedding presents, was a lamp and a check sent 
by former President Batista, then in exile in Daytona Beach, for the daughter of his 
friend from Banes, my father, Rafael Díaz Balart.

Searching For My Calling

Fidel decided to spend a few days with us in New York, and once there, he in-
sisted on renting a room nearby, to be close to me. Later he bought a car and both 
couples drove from New York to Miami on our way back to Cuba. On the way 
we conversed for hours, and I remember some of our talks clearly: “The Al Ca-
pone case,” he said, “shows the confusion of people with no superior direction 
or thought. What was he thinking of, violating tax laws and committing crimes 
without any consequence other than placing the police in the position of having 
to stop him? It’s like robbing in a bank,” Fidel Castro added. “It’s absurd. What you 
have to do is to rob THE bank, so you don’t just become the owner of everything, 
you also become a respectable bank owner.” A decade later, Fidel Castro would rob 
every bank and asset in Cuba. 

From Miami, we returned to Cuba. My New York self-exile was over. I went back 
to the university. That same year, Batista also returned from exile and took a seat as 
a senator, for which he had been elected from his exile. Carlos Prío was the presi-
dent of the Republic. My father, who had met Batista in Banes when Batista was a 
soldier, and also knew his family, took me to meet him. My first encounter with the 
ex-president was almost frustrated. When my father and I arrived at Batista’s prop-
erty, a finca1 close to Havana called  “Kuquine,” there were a lot of people there 
that night. We arrived at around 8:30 and at 10:00 it didn’t seem like he was going 
to be meeting with us. So, quite angry, I went to look for a car to leave, but a friend 
and colleague of my father’s from the 1936 House of Representatives, Mario Abril 
Dumois, convinced me to stay and wait. Batista finally met with me and we had a 
long talk. I liked him and agreed to work for the Youth Organization of the new 
party he had founded, the Unitary Action Party (PAU for its Spanish initials).

1  In Latin America, a finca refers to a piece of rural or agricultural land, typically with a cottage, farmhouse or 
estate buildings.
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A Meeting Between  
Castro and Batista

When I went back to the university I found Castro again and we en-
gaged in activities together. He then asked me to take him to meet 
Batista. It would be the only time they personally met. It was 1950. 

Fidel was doubtful about participating in the “Ortodoxo” Youth and told me he 
was considering joining the PAU Youth if Batista was willing to carry out a coup.  
I took him to Kuquine and they talked for a couple of hours. The meeting took 
place with Fidel, Rivero Agüero, Batista, and myself. Batista, a very astute man, 
managed to avoid the subject of the coup during the entire meeting.  At the end 
of the meeting, Fidel blurted out: “General, congratulations for your library. But I 
haven’t seen a very important book: Coup D’état: The Technique of Revolution 
by Curzio Malaparte.”  Batista burst out laughing and did not answer. He would tell 
me later: “Your brother-in- law is not trustworthy.”

After the meeting with Batista I proposed to Fidel that he join the PAU Youth. I told 
him he could be a candidate for Congress representing Havana while I ran for a seat 
in Oriente. But he said, “Listen Rafael, that man is not going to carry out a coup, 
so I’m not interested in joining you. I have decided to become a member of the 
Ortodoxo Party, which will elect more representatives than the PAU; moreover, we 
can always push Chibás around or whatever; something we can’t do with this guy.” 

I introduced Fidel to Chibás because at some point I had been fond of Chibás 
even though I realized he had an unstable personality. That was, in fact, the reason 
why I didn’t join the Ortodoxo Party.  
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Fidel and I went to see Chibás at a university rally against a one-cent increase in 
electricity rates. As it happened the organizers would not let Chibás speak, but Fi-
del and I insisted. However, an incident that occurred made me feel disappointed 
in the Ortodoxo leader. I had written a simplistic and bombastic manifesto against 
the increase and Fidel signed it together with other students. We asked Chibás for 
four minutes of his half-hour daily radio program to read the manifesto. He told us 
no but asked us to leave him the text promising that he would mention the issue 
in his program. However, what he actually did was to start the program reading 
the entire manifesto, word for word, as if it was his and without mentioning us, the 
students who had written it and taken it to him.

I became deeply involved in the activities of the PAU Youth. I soon became its 
president and traveled around all the different parts of the country, creating a 
thriving organization. I felt proud that among our members we had thousands of 
youngsters from the most humble sectors of society; many of them were blacks 
and mulatos. Not a single member or leader of our organization belonged to the 
“elegant clubs” of Cuba. 

Our work in opposition to the government of Carlos Prío Socarrás was not easy. 
Aggression toward those of us on Batista’s side was constant. When Prío assumed 
the presidency he had promised to lead Cuba to new paths of honesty, stability 
and peace; three elements that were totally absent during Grau’s government. It 
was with that objective that Prío promulgated “Law 5” against gangsterism, one 
of the biggest problems of the time. But he didn’t fulfill his objective of bringing 
peace to the country, something that would not happen until March 10, 1952.  
Years later, I had the opportunity to become a good friend of former President 
Prío, when we were both in exile. He was a noble and kind Cuban. He was an 
admirable man who did not harbor hatred in his heart, a true patriot. When Prío 
arrived to exile after having lived for some time in Castro’s Cuba, another exiled 
leader, in fact from his own Auténtico party, made the public remark that the for-
mer president had “arrived late.” Prío quickly answered: “I may be late, but I paid 
for my own ticket.” Certainly, Prío never received favors from anyone nor was on 
the payroll of any foreign agency. 

A Meeting Between Castro and Batista

But going back to the beginning of the 50’s, I think it’s worth analyzing some im-
portant events and political realities. In 1948, President Prío gave Batista a full 
guarantee to return to politics, something that had been denied to him during 
Grau’s government.  Andrés Rivero Agüero, Batista’s best friend in Cuban politics, 
met with President Prío to talk about Batista’s return from exile. Congressman Ra-
dio Cremata was also present in the meeting. Prío, who knew Rivero Agüero from 
the time they were both students, asked him: “Andrés, what is Batista coming for?” 
And Rivero Agüero replied: “Carlos, that’s up to you.”

Batista returned and assumed his seat in the Senate, to which he had been elected 
from exile. He was also allowed a security escort because of his status as a former 
President. However, President Prío’s government did not permit Batista to carry 
out the normal role of a leader of the opposition. For example, Batista’s natural 
leadership of the traditional parties was undermined by government maneuver-
ing. The government used extraordinary economic resources to separate impor-
tant political leaders from Batista’s side.

Prío appointed to his cabinet two of Batista’s main political allies: Eduardo Suárez 
Rivas as secretary of agriculture and Ramón Zaydín as secretary of justice, both 
leaders of the Liberal Party. Even more serious was when the government separated 
the Governor of Havana Province Panchín Batista from his brother. This created a 
difficult political situation for the General, who was forced to start a new party. 

But something even worse was yet to happen: kidnappings of delegates of our 
party (PAU). And, without the knowledge of President Prío, the Chief of the 
Secret Police Eufemio Fernández (linked to the MSR), Rolando Masferrer and 
others were carefully planning an assassination attempt on General Batista. It was 
supposed to take place from a property close to Kuquine, with mortar shots that 
would put an end to his and his family’s lives. The attempt was frustrated thanks to 
a warning from a former police officer, Policarpo Soler, and the timely intervention 
of Senator Miguel Suárez Fernández. All this was part of the breeding ground for 
the March 10, 1952 coup. Later, when Prío and I were both in exile, I thoroughly 
analyzed this period with him, since we became very good friends. All this uncon-
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trolled violence at the time implied, no doubt, a clear rupture of the democratic 
system and the rule of law. It really was, without seeking justifications that do not 
exist, the breeding ground for the coup that took place on March 10. The violence 
against us, Batista’s supporters, was at the time so intense, that I was convinced I 
would not make it alive to the 1952 elections. 

Years later, I was able to personally experience the exemplary transition to democ-
racy in Spain, after four long decades of Francoism. During the first democratic 
elections, after Franco’s death, in 1977, former supporters of the dictator won at the 
ballot box.  But in 1982, the opposition (Spanish Socialist Party, PSOE by its Span-
ish initials, led by Felipe González) won the elections. One of the first measures 
taken by González was the creation of a new official position, that of Opposition 
Leader, with its own budget and a very high level in the official protocol, something 
very important in countries with a long monarchical tradition like Spain. Gonzalez 
created the prestigious position for the opposition party leader who had won the 
most votes: Manuel Fraga Iribarne, someone who had never governed Spain. What 
would have happened in Spain if, instead of honoring the leader of the opposition, 
he had sent him into exile? And if, through armed groups financed by the govern-
ment, supporters of the opposition parties had been persecuted and killed? Surely 
democracy would have ended in Spain at that very same moment.   

To be democratic, a government needs to meet two requirements: it must have the 
legitimacy of origin, obtained through free elections, and the legitimacy of exercise. 
If the government attacks the opposition with impunity, it loses the legitimacy of 
exercise and ceases to be democratic, as was the case with Hitler in Germany.  This 
is also how coups originate. It’s not only when a government is overthrown. The 
opposition is as essential a part of any democratic state as is the government. 

What is relevant now is not to assign blame or to hide faults, but to analyze the 
facts and draw lessons for future generations of Cubans in order to ensure social 
peace, stability, fraternity, and progress for the Republic of the future. Cubans need 
to learn that we are all responsible for protecting our country.  The truth is that two 
wrongs don’t make a right. March 10 was not justifiable, but we cannot point out 

one of the wrongs and hide the other, because history is then incomplete. The his-
tory of the Republic has been written in a partial, nonobjective manner, seeking to 
find a single culprit and catalyst for the tragedy that continues to this day. The new 
generations need to know the complete truth to avoid making the same mistakes 
in the future. 
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The Unitary Action Party (Pau). 
The Youth Movement. The Radio 
Program. March 10, 1952 
 
 

The Youth Movement of the PAU political party would become, in prac-
tice, a party within a party. The youth movement managed to have a pres-
ence in each of the 126 municipalities of the country. Its members were 

young people from humble backgrounds. Delegates for the local assemblies, who 
were elected in every neighborhood, in turn elected their executives and delegates 
to the provincial assemblies. Likewise, executives and delegates for the National 
Assembly were also elected, and they chose the national executive and its presi-
dent. I had the honor of being elected national president. Tens of thousands of 
humble youth enthusiastically worked in the ranks of the PAU Youth movement, 
attracted by Batista’s extensive social projects to benefit the less fortunate sectors 
of society.

While all this was happening, the PAU purchased a radio program from a power-
ful national radio broadcaster that would become the voice of the party. Those 
days were, as I have explained, extremely difficult for us in the opposition. We were 
violently harassed and strongly attacked on the radio programs of the other po-
litical parties. Those were the circumstances under which Batista appointed me 
director of the radio program. Justo Luis del Pozo, the national president of the 
party, was vehemently opposed to the appointment, for reasons still unknown to 
me. But, to be truthful, I did not really recognize him as the national president of 
the party. The solution to our differences was to appoint Andrés Rivero Agüero as 
director of the daily program and me as deputy director. But Rivero Agüero was 
concurrently president of the party in the province of Pinar del Río and always 
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extremely busy, so in reality I was in charge of the program. Rivero Agüero and 
I were close friends, so I was able to work effectively and the program obtained 
excellent ratings. This allowed me to become nationally known, and I was elected 
to the House of Representatives in 1954. 

Ever since General Batista took power on March 10, 1952, I continued to work 
intensely to organize the PAU Youth movement, as I have already mentioned, 
but I was also involved with the government. I was appointed Undersecretary of 
Interior (Security) with Ramón Hermida as the Secretary. Hermida had been a 
prominent member of the ABC, one of the principal parties during the 1933 revo-
lutionary struggles. He was a man of great integrity and noble character, but he 
did not like politics. In general, we had a relation of mutual respect, but we also 
had some conflicts. I remember an especially irritating episode when Secretary 
Hermida visited the Moncada Barracks assaulters who were being held prisoner 
at The Isle of Pines, after they had been sentenced by an entirely independent civil-
ian court of three magistrates who had not been named by Batista, with full due 
process as called for by law. During his tour of the prison, Hermida received a visit 
request from prisoner Fidel Castro; the Secretary accepted and the event received 
significant news coverage. I was extremely angry when I found out that my boss, 
the Secretary, had visited the leader of the attack on a military base in which dozens 
of Cubans had died. I publicly denounced Hermida, and, of course, immediately 
submitted my resignation.

Hermida also felt obliged to resign. The President rejected both resignations and 
called us to a meeting to resolve the dispute. We remained friends. However, an-
other unpleasant incident would cloud our relationship. Instigated by her hus-
band, Fidel Castro, my sister Mirta made enraged statements to the press against 
Hermida.  The Secretary’s response was simple but devastating: “I’m surprised that 
Mirta Díaz-Balart attacks me so fiercely being, as she is, my employee.” The reac-
tion of Castro, feeling ridiculed, was to declare that everything was a maneuver to 
discredit him. The truth is that Castro had abandoned my sister and their young 
son, and that because of their compelling situation (she could not even pay her 
rent), I had given her a position in my office without demanding daily attendance. 
This happened shortly after I became Under Secretary and long before Castro at-
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tacked the Moncada barracks. As is logical and obvious, Castro was aware of the 
situation and knew perfectly well how the expenses of his family were covered. He 
even personally received checks each month from the Interior Ministry, made out 
to Mirta, from the hands of my personal assistant, Liberato Vega. In other words, 
Fidel Castro was for a long time, Batista’s botellero1. In fact, the main cause of his 
divorce from Mirta was to save his political career by means of the separation. Even 
today he still denies knowing about the origin of the money that arrived at his 
wife’s house and with which the household’s bills, including his, were paid.

During the years that Castro and I were friends, from the time that we started at 
the university, I got to know him closely enough to gauge his total lack of morality 
and scruples. I can illustrate my assertion with multiple  anecdotes. For example, 
toward the end of President Prío’s government there was a violent incident close 
to the university between students and the police, in which a student was killed. 
Fidel Castro publicly accused Lieutenant Rafael Salas Cañizares of being respon-
sible for the death. Salas Cañizares was my friend, so he called me to say that my 
brother-in-law was falsely accusing him. To prove it, he gave me the day’s agenda 
of his precinct, which noted that he was on duty on the day of the events, making 
it impossible for him to leave his police headquarters. I immediately personally 
informed Castro, who said he could care less, that he accused Salas Cañízares be-
cause he couldn’t stand the guy and that he would continue to do so. I told him I 
would let Salas Cañízares know.

A few months later, on March 10, 1952, I showed up early in the morning at the 
house where  Castro and my sister lived together with my brothers Frank and 
Waldo, Raúl Castro and my paternal grandmother. I woke Fidel up and gave him 
the news that Batista had taken power. Fidel reacted with resignation but some-
what angrily for not having foreseen the possibility during the meeting we both 
had had with Batista in which, as I have recounted, he tried to convince the former 
president to lead a coup. But I immediately told him what was really important for 
him to know, that Lieutenant Rafael Salas Cañizares had been appointed chief of 

1  In Cuba, botellero is someone who lives off the government without working. In other words, Castro was 
living off of Batista. (Translator’s note)
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the national police. And although Batista had given strict orders that no official 
was to be involved in any type of repression, I thought that Castro should know. 
He turned pale and asked me to take him to his sister Lydia’s house where he could 
hide for a while until the situation settled down. I did so, together with my brother-
in-law Juan Caballero Brunet and Eduardo Borrel Navarro.

Coups cannot be justified, even though some may be explained. The coup that oc-
curred on March 10, 1952 was one of those without justification but explainable. 
The Republic went to bed with Carlos Prío Socarrás as president and woke up 
with Fulgencio Batista with de facto power. But I think it is important to highlight 
that nobody was hurt. Lieutenant Negrete, a supporter of Batista’s, tried to take the 
presidential palace together with a soldier named Guillermo Escanaverino. The 
security forces protecting the palace opened fire, causing Negrete’s and Escanaver-
ino’s deaths. When the guards opened fire, Negrete and Escanaverino had shot 
back and Sergeant Rosendo Hernández, one of the palace’s defenders, was killed 
as well. After General Batista and his supporters took power, however, no charges 
were filed against the palace’s defenders. 

Nobody was imprisoned. Navy Captain Blanco detained former president Grau. 
But when Batista found out, he immediately ordered Grau’s release, who was of-
fered all kinds of apologies. Likewise, when the new Secretary of Interior Ramón 
Hermida and I as Undersecretary learned that National Chief of Police Salas Ca-
ñizares had detained opposition leaders Roberto Agramonte, José Pardo Llada 
and Juan Amador Rodríguez, we immediately went to the Bureau of Investigation 
where they were being held, and ordered their immediate release. Since there were 
journalists there, some photographs were taken and one of them is included in this 
book. I would also like to emphasize that there were no expropriations, not a single 
house, company, farm, factory, car, or bicycle. This, in spite of the fact that we had 
received all types of aggression during the previous eight years when we had been 
in the opposition. 

A few days after March 10, already as Undersecretary of Interior, with my body-
guard very early one morning I passed by the office of the “Pueblo” newspaper, 
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which was then on Zanja Street, and saw several police cars and national police of-
ficers surrounding the building.  I stopped and went in. There were various journal-
ists detained by the police and one of them shouted: “Rafaelito, run to Luis’ office 
because they may kill him.” I went up to the office of Luis Ortega Sierra, director 
of the newspaper. I found a police captain with a gun in his hand who had just hit 
Luis. I vigorously addressed the captain: “Put your gun away and tell me what he is 
accused of.” He answered: “I have orders from the National Chief of Police, Gen-
eral Salas Cañizares, against this scoundrel.” I said: “If there is an accusation against 
Ortega, present it in court.” “This is none of your business, nor a matter for civilians. 
I follow orders from the chief of police,” he replied. I then said: “As Undersecre-
tary of Interior, I am the chief of the chief of police, and I’m taking the journalist 
with me. If there are accusations against him, as I said, they should be presented in 
court.” I took Luis Ortega where he asked me to take him, to the Journalists Asso-
ciation of Havana. I later found out there were personal problems between Ortega 
and Salas Canízares, but fortunately the incident did not go any further. 

 The PAU Youth Movement would become, 
in practice, a party within a party. The 

movement managed to have a presence in 
each of the one hundred twenty six mu-

nicipalities of the country. Our movement 
was made up of youth from humble origins.
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When I learned, on March 11 1952, that 
the new chief of police, Rafael Salas 

Cañizares, had detained opposition 
leaders Roberto Agramonte, José Pardo 

Llada and Juan Amador Rodríguez, I 
ordered their immediate release. This 

picture is of my visit to Salas Cañizares, 
with the new Secretary of Interior 

Ramón Hermida.

Heading To Congress

 

After March 10, I was involved in frantic political activity. Aside from my 
duties as Undersecretary of Interior, I also led the PAU Youth Movement 
and was the spokesman of the party on a daily radio program that was 

broadcast nationally. Additionally, I was in charge of a Sunday television program 
with my law school classmate Rolando Amador, who would later be my partner in 
the law firm we founded with my father on Obispo Street. All these activities gave 
me a level of national notoriety, so it was logical that I would be considered as a 
candidate for Congress. When the November 1954 elections were called, it would 
have been natural for me to present my candidacy from the province of Havana, 
where all my activities were based. However, the party’s leaders in the capital prov-
ince and municipality, Alfredo Jacomino, the Secretary of Agriculture, and Justo 
Luis del Pozo, the Mayor of Havana, did not agree.  Therefore, with the approval of 
Anselmo Alliegro, the Party leader in Oriente Province, I presented my candidacy 
from that province. I accepted the move, taking into account that I am from Banes 
and that my father had been a Representative from Oriente after the 1936 elec-
tions, after he had been Mayor of our town. I continued as the party spokesman 
on the daily national radio program, and, at the same time, I traveled across all the 
municipalities of Oriente province, even to the most remote towns and neighbor-
hoods. Several times, while I was visiting a village, my voice was being heard on the 
radio.  I would often announce beforehand my visit to a municipality, and activists 
would receive me with great affection and enthusiasm. The fact that my father had 
carefully maintained his many political contacts since the thirties in all the munici-
palities of Oriente also helped me a great deal.
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During the 1954 electoral campaign I visited all the municipalities of Oriente  Prov-
ince. One night, following several political events in the city of Holguín, I was on 
the road and at around one o’clock in the morning, near Bijarú, a great number of 
people were waiting for me with a banner that read: “Díaz-Balart, we want to speak 
with you.” I stopped to talk to them and they told me that there were many school-
age children in the area, but there was no school. The neighbors had decided to pay 
for a teacher and they had set aside a space where a school functioned provisionally. 
“Here we are,” they said  “men and women of all or no political parties, who have 
decided to trust you and ask you for a school if you are elected to Congress.”

 I thanked them for their trust and told them: “I can’t promise I will get you the 
school, but I can promise you I will do my best to get it. And I promise you some-
thing else: If I am elected, I will send the entire monthly salary for your teacher 
from my own pocket until the official budget for the school is obtained.” I was 
elected. And starting with my first paycheck, I sent the salary for the teacher every 
month; I was also fortunate enough to be able to include the school for Bijarú in 
the education budget of the Republic. The next time I visited the town I was taken 
to the school, where they had placed a sign that read: “Rafael Díaz-Balart School.” 
Many years later, the teacher, who was very dedicated to her students, Mrs. Vilma 
Ojea, sent me a picture of the school along with a poem she wrote. She is now 
living in exile in Miami. 

During the intense campaign for the 1954 election, it became evident that I was 
going to be one of the highest vote getters, if not the highest. This did not make 
the provincial leaders of my party happy. Some were afraid that if these projec-
tions came true, my position, of certain independence, would get stronger. My 
political message was bothersome to some politicians even within my party, since 
it was clearly serious and addressed the deepest needs of the people. My message 
especially connected with young people of humble origins throughout the coun-
try.  During a meeting between the provincial leaders of the party and President 
Batista, Alliegro expressed, with some cynicism, that even though I started cam-
paigning late, it looked like I was going to be elected. I answered that, according 
to my impressions and information, I could be the winner of the largest number 

Heading To Congress

of votes. I also said that if I came in last I would accept it, but that if I was number 
one in votes, I would not accept being declared number two. But political maneu-
vering continued against me. The president of the party in Banes, Lalo Arbucias, 
informed me that during a meeting, Alliegro, provincial president, had given in-
structions that my vote total be trimmed. Lalo, a man of integrity, would not hear 
of it and clearly expressed his support of my candidacy. Despite dark maneuvers 
against me, some of them broken up by leaders of the PAU Youth movement in 
various precincts, I received the most votes of any candidate for Congress. 

I then participated in an inconceivable event. Without taking into account my po-
sition as Undersecretary of Interior on electoral license, I called a press conference 
in Banes, where I denounced the corruption that had taken place in the election 
in Oriente province. As was to be expected, the press conference was covered by 
every national newspaper. Here was a renowned member of the government de-
nouncing corruption in the elections. When I returned to Havana, I was immedi-
ately called by my friend Rivero Agüero, who had been elected senator from the 
province of Pinar del Río, to a meeting at his house. He told me that the President 
was extremely upset with me, to the point that I should consider leaving the party. 
Rivero Agüero, however, who was a good friend of the President, convinced him 
to receive me by appealing to Batista’s devotion to his friends, and the incident did 
not have further consequences. 
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This is the school in Bijarú that I was 
able to build after being elected to 

Congress in 1954. In the center is Vilma 
Ojea, the wonderful teacher who sent 

me this photo along with a beautiful 
poem that she wrote. 

Heading To Congress

There are dear and unforgettable memories for me,
One of them is of my school
But first i want to mention
That if i chose this career
It was because of my infinite desire to teach

From pestalozzi and his teaching methods
From his blessed school model i learned a great deal
And from worthy teachers who highly influenced me

And so i spent those years of learning 
Until one day a big suprise i had
My neighbors knocked at my door
Filled with joy and hope
Seeing in me the teacher they longed for
A new school would open its doors
In a humble and poor village

Words cannot describe the joy
Those faces reflected
When they saw their dream come true
It was a great need
Since those poor children had to walk for kilometers
To reach the closest school

Everything was resolved because someone passed by
Who with love understood the great necessity
Since in his soul he carried an ideal
The ideal he learned from martí

I was eagerly there and the course started
For those who were so in need of instruction
When he who promised with love fulfilled
And who strongly fought for our permanent school
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Parents, neighbors and i, deeply moved by he
Who with great honesty responded
And full of gratitude because we were so appreciative 
We named my school, our beloved school
Rafael l. Díaz balart

I hope that one day i can tell my beloved ones
Now i am here to offer myself again

With this blessed work of our redeemer 

This poem was sent to me by Vilma Ojea, the 
teacher in Bijarú. 

Heading To Congress
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Majority Leader And Chairman 
Of The Majority Caucus 

Taking as a point of reference the large number of votes I received in the 
election, I declared to the press that I would run for Speaker of the House 
of Representatives, although I knew that Batista supported the candida-

cy of Gastón Godoy y Loret de Mola, an eminent jurist who had been president 
of the Bar Association of Havana and who had also served as President of the 
Colonos (Sugarcane Growers) Bank. After seeing my statement in the press Go-
doy thought I had the support of the president, and told him that, if that was the 
case, he would withdraw his candidacy. Batista, a man of his word, reiterated his 
support for Godoy. The president asked me to see him in his finca to inform me 
about his decision. I told him I would comply with it, but I asked for his support 
for my candidacy for Majority Caucus Chairman and Majority Leader. He ac-
cepted, but not without warning me that the position was even harder than that of 
Speaker and that there were other members with more experience. My response 
was the usual one for me at the time: there is always a first time for everyone. Even 
counting with that support, I had difficulties in my own party in Oriente. A dif-
ficult hurdle was caused by Alliegro, president of the provincial party. In Oriente, 
18 Representatives, including myself, had been elected by our party. Alliegro, in a 
very astute move and without following the formal rules, proposed the creation 
of a Caucus of all the Representatives of the party elected from Oriente (the “Ori-
ente Caucus”), with the public aim to better represent and defend the interests of 
the province in Congress. In a clear attempt to derail my candidacy for Majority 
Leader and Caucus Chairman, he nominated Professor Alberto Varona, who had 
received the second number of votes after me, to be Chairman of the “Oriente 
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Caucus.” The intention was clear: How could someone who could not even be 
elected Chairman of his provincial caucus, aspire to lead the national caucus? I 
immediately asked for the floor and gave my enthusiastic support to Varona as 
Chairman of the provincial caucus and the proposal was unanimously approved. 
I then asked for the support of the Oriente Caucus for my candidacy for Majority 
Leader. Alberto Varona asked for the floor and passionately urged the Representa-
tives from Oriente to support me unanimously as well. I therefore received Ori-
ente’s decisive backing for my candidacy to be Majority Leader. 

In Congress 

 

Without a doubt, parliament is the most beautiful of institutions in a 
democratic system. The four years I was Representative, Chairman 
of the Majority Caucus and Majority Leader were truly fruitful years, 

not only because of the great number of laws we were able to pass in favor of the 
Cuban people, but because of the energetic, honest and cordial manner in which 
parliamentary tasks were carried out by the different political groups. Four politi-
cal parties supported the government in Congress, each one with a parliamentary 
caucus in the House as well as in the Senate: The most numerous party, Acción 
Progresista (formerly known as Acción Unitaria); the Liberal Party; the Demo-
cratic Party and the Radical Union Party. The opposition was represented by 
the parliamentary caucus of the Cuban Revolutionary Party (Auténtico) whose 
leader in the House was a brilliant lawyer, Facundo Hernández, with whom I had 
a great friendship despite our heated debates. The independent parliamentary cau-
cus, whose leader was the journalist Juan Amador Rodríguez, a fighter for noble 
causes and notable Member of Parliament, also belonged to the opposition. I had 
passionate debates with him as well, but we also had a deep friendship.  

The House of Representatives, presided at the time by Gastón Godoy, was an 
exemplary institution in which the national interest always prevailed. The atmo-
sphere was always democratic and all topics were debated in complete freedom. 
Among various measures and laws that were passed, I will never forget the cre-
ation of the National Carlos Saladrigas Prize, which I proposed in memory of the 
distinguished statesman and Prime Minister during the first presidency of Batista 
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and Labor Secretary in his last government. The prize was granted annually to the 
student with the best academic average in labor law, chosen among the best stu-
dents of public and private universities in the nation, who were to be examined by 
a special ad hoc committee created for the purpose. The prize included a generous 
sum that covered tuition and expenses for the winner in any foreign university. The 
funds came from the House of Representatives’ own budget. In other words, it was 
created by a contribution from all the members of the House of Representatives. 
This was an exceptional case, not only in the history of the Cuban Parliament, but 
also perhaps in the entire world. 

Among many other laws which I achieved passage of, I have to highlight the in-
crease of the retirement pension for sugar workers and for members of the armed 
forces, as well as the decrease in national electricity rates. Unfortunately, some 
other proposals did not pass, like an employment and education law to promote 
vocational training for new generations that would facilitate their entry into the 
labor force. 

In every democratic parliament, different and adverse political forces are repre-
sented. Debates always take place and some proposals are accepted while others 
are rejected, depending on the circumstances and interests that obtain a majority 
of the votes. This is part of the democratic system and must be followed by every-
one. But if there was a law passed in those years, against which I was one of the 
few to speak out, it was one that would bring terrible consequences for Cuba. The 
law was introduced in the Senate by Auténtico Party Senator Arturo Hernández 
Tellaheche and in the House by opposition leader Juan Amador Rodríguez , and 
in May 1955, provided a wide amnesty to those who had attacked the Moncada 
Barracks twenty-two months earlier, causing more than one hundred deaths and 
many more injuries. After that bloody event, Fidel Castro and his followers had 
been judged by an independent court and sentenced to different terms in prison 
that ranged from two to 15 years. The longest sentence was for the leader.  

A great mobilization of national public opinion was carried out in favor of the Am-
nesty Law. There is no doubt that, despite probable good intentions, it constituted 

In Congress 

an extraordinary political mistake, a dramatic example of collective blindness, as 
history has shown. I have the honor of having stood practically alone against it. In 
the first place, I knew that granting an amnesty only twenty-two months after the 
fratricide constituted an affront to the judiciary and to the decisions made by its 
independent courts, while also comprising a grave danger for the stability of the 
republic. It also constituted a provocation to the armed forces and a serious dan-
ger of social agitation, since Fidel Castro and his group, even from within prison, 
did not hide their intentions of continuing to plan violent, terrorist actions against 
society. I brought up the issue several times with the president, and confirmed 
that he was leaning against granting the amnesty; however, the media, newspa-
pers, radio and television, as well as the American Embassy, carried out a vigorous 
campaign in favor of the proposal. This greatly affected President Batista, who was 
always sensitive to the opinions expressed in the national press. Some government 
leaders, such as Prime Minister Jorge García Montes, had a decisive influence on 
the president’s decision. Some advisors worked to undercut my opinion, argu-
ing that my judgment was clouded by supposed personal problems with Castro. 
Others had a more naive view: if Castro were released, he would be just another 
“comemierda.1” Finally, the principal leaders of the government, in the Congress 
and its parliamentary groups, were called late one night to the president’s finca, 
Kuquine, where he told us, without any room for debate -something unusual for 
him- that Prime Minister García Montes would instruct us of the government’s 
position with regard to the Amnesty Law. The parties that supported the govern-
ment would approve the amnesty. Allea jacta est.

My words during the debate about the Amnesty Law that day in May 1955, were 
the following:

Mr. Speaker and Distinguished Colleagues:

I have asked for the floor in order to explain my vote, because I want to 
make it clear to my fellow legislators, to the Cuban people and to go on 
record, as to why I so vigorously oppose the amnesty which has just been 
granted by this body.

1  This is an insult somewhat equivalent to “asshole.”
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I have not been convinced in the least by the arguments espoused by prac-
tically the entire House.

I want it to be perfectly clear that I firmly support all measures in favor of 
peace and fraternity among Cubans, of any party or of no party, support-
ers, or opponents of the government. And in that spirit I would support 
this or any other amnesty. But an amnesty must be an instrument of recon-
ciliation and of fraternity, it should result from a process of disarmament of  
passions and hatreds. It should be a way for creating rules of the game that 
are well-defined, accepted directly or indirectly by all who are protagonists 
in the process which a nation is living.

However, the amnesty which we have just voted to approve has unfor-
tunately been just the opposite. Fidel Castro and his group have repeat-
edly declared, from their comfortable prison, that they will only be leaving 
prison in order to continue plotting new acts of violence and whatever it 
takes to achieve the total power which they seek. They have refused to take 
part in any type of peaceful settlement, threatening both members of the 
government and of the opposition who support electoral solutions to the 
country’s problems. 

They do not want peace. They do not want a national solution. They do 
not want democracy, nor elections, nor fraternity. Fidel Castro and his 
group seek only one thing: power, and total power at that. And they want 
to achieve that power through violence, so that their total power will en-
able them to destroy every vestige of Constitution and law in Cuba, to in-
stitute the most cruel, most barbaric tyranny--a tyranny that would teach 
the people the true meaning of tyranny --a totalitarian regime, a corrupt 
and murderous regime that would be very difficult to overthrow for at least 
twenty years.  This is because Fidel Castro is nothing more than a psycho-
pathic fascist, who could only choose to align himself with communism, 
because fascism was defeated in the Second World War.

It is unfortunate that there are those who, in our own government, also do 
not want democratic and electoral solutions, because they know that they 
could not even be elected councilman in our smallest municipalities.

But I do not want to tire my fellow Representatives.  The public opinion of 

In Congress 

the country has been mobilized in support of this amnesty.  And the prin-
cipal figures of our government have not had the vision nor the firmness 
to see and to decide what is best for the President, for the government and 
above all, for Cuba.  I believe that his advisors are poorly serving President 
Batista by not standing firm before the pressures of the press, the radio and 
television.

I believe that this amnesty, so imprudently adopted, will bring days, many 
days of mourning, of pain, of bloodshed and of misery to the Cuban peo-
ple, even though those very people do not see it that way at this time.

I ask God that the majority of the people and the majority of my fellow 
Representatives present here are the ones who are right.

I ask God that I be the one who is mistaken. For Cuba’s sake.

Years later, in exile, I learned that Prime Minister García Montes, very well con-
nected to American interests (he was the Chase Manhattan Bank’s lawyer in 
Cuba) had been notified by the U.S. ambassador that his government wanted the 
Cuban government to pass the Amnesty Law with its parliamentary majority. And 
of course, what I could not have imagined at that moment, even though I knew 
that the Department of State directed U.S. policy regarding Cuba, was that the per-
son in charge of the Department’s policy toward Mexico and the Caribbean, who 
called himself William Weyland, was in fact Guillermo Arturo Montenegro Wey-
land, a dual-nationality Cuban-American, who had been a member of the Cuban 
Communist Party many years before.
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A Story That Sounds Like  
A Myth

 

It is well known that William Weyland, in his position as director of Carib-
bean and Mexican Affairs at the State Department in Washington in the late 
fifties, was an important factor in the United States’ decision to embargo the 

arms that the Cuban government had purchased in that country, as well as in ne-
gotiations with other governments to get them to also stop selling arms and am-
munition to Batista. The U.S. arms embargo against the Cuban government had 
a demoralizing effect, truly devastating for the Batista government. Weyland was 
in those days the “cubanologist” par excellence,  and informed everyone who had a 
question about the Cuban crisis that its only solution was to be the “Robin Hood 
of the Sierra Maestra.” 

Well, according to what Rolando Masferrer told me in exile, when Sumner Welles 
had been in Cuba in 1933, he met a young American-Cuban journalist from an 
English-language daily published in Havana: Guillermo Arturo Montenegro 
Weyland. Welles, who years later would be fired by President Roosevelt from his 
position in the State Department due to repeated sexual scandals, developed an 
intimate relationship with Montenegro and took him to Washington when Welles 
returned to Foggy Bottom. Using his second last name, Weyland began working at 
the State Department. Twenty-five years later, Weyland was director of Caribbean 
and Mexican Affairs. Masferrer, years later in exile, informed the FBI about Wey-
land’s background. He had recognized William Weyland in a newspaper photo as 
Guillermo Montenegro, the Cuban who had been part of Masferrer’s three-mem-
ber cell in the Cuban Communist Party.
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As I understand it, Weyland was removed from his position after U.S. intelligence 
confirmed what Masferrer had disclosed. It was then announced that Weyland 
was to be appointed to a lower position – a consular position, I believe - after being 
removed as head of the “Cuba desk.” But I recall watching a televised press confer-
ence by President John F. Kennedy, when a shrewd journalist, distinguished for 
her acute questions to the president during press conferences, asked him: “How 
is it possible that you have appointed William Weyland to a new position, being, 
as he is, a well-known security risk?” Kennedy lost control and his response was 
evasive. I do not know if William Weyland was finally appointed a consul. But I 
do know that he lived his remaining years in isolation, refusing all press interviews. 
And I also know that the damage this sinister character caused to Cuba, was al-
ready done. 

The Frustrated Elections Of 1956

When the amnesty of Fidel Castro and the other attackers of the 
Moncada barracks was being carried out, the option of convok-
ing partial elections in 1956 was concurrently discussed within the 

government. Cuban electoral tradition established that after general elections, like 
the ones that took place in 1954, mid-term elections should be celebrated two 
years later, to renew half of the House of Representatives, municipal governments, 
and other positions. However, when general elections were held in 1954, after the 
coup of 1952, the issue was not clear, so legislation regarding mid-term elections 
was necessary.

I worked with full dedication and emphasis in favor of mid-term elections in 1956, 
but Justo Luis del Pozo, president of the majority party (Acción Progresista), and 
in those days the mayor of Havana, vehemently opposed convoking them. He ob-
viously preferred serving his four-year term without having to face new elections. 
I must say here that Justo Luis was a great mayor, in my opinion the best one that 
Havana ever had, the only one who solved the water problem, building an aque-
duct to take water from the so-called South Basin. His administration was, in addi-
tion, transparent, with budget surpluses year after year. He left a great hospital for 
the city’s low-income residents, with the latest advancements in modern medicine 
as well as comforts. 

But in spite of all this, Luis Justo was a bad candidate. He was what in Cuban ter-
minology we call “pesado” (“dense”). He was also known to be “feo” (ugly), cer-
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tainly not an attractive person, and this constituted a disadvantage for electoral 
campaigns. Perhaps it was because he knew himself to be a bad candidate that he 
opposed mid-term elections. In my opinion, this constituted a disservice to the 
Republic. It was especially regrettable, because -after the 1955 amnesty- mid-term 
elections would have unquestionably created a healthier political atmosphere. I 
confronted Justo Luis vigorously on this matter, but I lost the battle. I think not 
calling for those elections was a serious mistake made by Batista.

A Visit To Chivirico On The 
Flanks Of The Sierra Maestra  
And My Proposal To Batista

Rolando Masferrer, senator after the 1954 elections, and I decided to go to 
the flanks of the Sierra Maestra and organize a public demonstration to 
challenge Fidel Castro and his men who were armed in those mountains, 

rebelling against the government. We arrived with about a hundred members of 
the PAU Youth and some others who belonged to Masferrer’s group. We set up 
several loudspeakers, placing them on trees, and opened a tribune. Representative 
Esteban de Varona was with us, as well as Congressman Quique Masferrer. We 
were there for hours rebuking the rebels of the Sierra Maestra and inviting them to 
confront us with weapons.

After I returned to Havana, without having been able to get a reaction from Castro 
and his men, I went to see Batista and told him that Masferrer and I believed that 
the only way to solve the problem was to confront the rebels and finish them off. I 
proposed an expedition, for which I was offering five thousand men from the PAU 
Youth, for a public announcement that we were going to celebrate a public rally at 
the Pico Turquino, the highest peak of the Sierra Maestra: “The Masferrer people 
and the PAU Youth that will come with us will have to be well armed, since we 
will be fighting Castro’s people. If they fight, we will finish them off since we will 
be numerous; if they don’t fight, we will have our rally at the Pico Turquino, and 
with journalists from all over the world we will make Castro and his group look 
like fools.” I continued telling Batista: “I propose the creation of a militia of 100,000 
armed men to defend the peace and our nation’s stability.” I also said, “The govern-
ment should buy uncultivated fincas (lands) in the Sierra Maestra and divide them 
among the local farmers. This would be the most appropriate way to defend that 
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area against the rebels or any others with similar ideas in the future.” I informed Ba-
tista that there was a fund of approximately a million pesos (equivalent to dollars) 
in the Agriculture Department precisely to buy such lands. Batista said he liked my 
ideas and appointed General Martín Díaz Tamayo to supervise and train the mili-
tia, and his Chief of Staff Andrés Domingo to manage the acquisition and distribu-
tion of the lands for the local farmers. However, as the days went by, I found out 
through Andrés Rivero Agüero that Batista was convinced by the highest levels 
of the armed forces to withdraw his support for the creation of the militia since it 
would create a significant risk to his regime, and Andrés Domingo had convinced 
Batista of more attractive ways of using the money. The truth is that Batista ended 
up not supporting my ideas, and that my project to eliminate Fidel Castro militar-
ily and to distribute land to local farmers died. 

The Mediation Of The “Amigos de 
La República” (Friends Of The  
Republic) And  Don Cosme de  
la Torriente. 

The political situation had gradually become poisonous, especially due 
to the increasing terrorist activity in cities and the actions of the so-
called “guerrilleros” in the mountains. There was a spiral of violence 

that ended in a virtual state of war, with the excesses that unfortunately accom-
pany these events.  

Many civic institutions made efforts to mediate the conflicts between the govern-
ment and the opposition. Among those efforts, an important one was the Diálogo 
Cívico (Civic Dialogue), proposed  by the organization “Amigos de la República” 
(Friends of the Republic) and its war of independence veteran leader,  Colonel  
Cosme de la Torriente. The government appointed its representatives to the com-
mission that would include representatives of the opposition and the mediation 
of the “Amigos de la República.” The national press published multiple opinions 
accusing the government of having appointed “hard-liners” belonging to the anti-
electoral sector of the regime, called “tanquistas.” Batista reacted quickly and in-
creased the government commission, naming the leader of the so-called “electoral 
sector” (“electoralista”) Andrés Rivero Agüero, and I, who also formed part of the 
sector. We all met several times. In the last session, when the members of the gov-
ernment responded to the proposals of the opposition’s commission, we accepted 
practically all of them. We had received instructions in that regard directly from 
Batista. The government brought to the table a far-reaching proposal: a call for a 
new Constituent Assembly and, as a logical culmination, the celebration of gen-
eral elections, in which Batista would not be a candidate under any circumstances. 
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That was the civic and peaceful way to end the bitter and profound political con-
flicts that kept the Cuban nation in bewilderment and confrontation.  

When the session was over, one of the leaders of the opposition commission, 
Tony Varona, told me that he believed that we were going to be able to reach an 
agreement that could be announced in the next meeting. But, to our general sur-
prise, the Diálogo Cívico ended with a negative response from the opposition. It 
became known that the group known as the “26 de Julio” (26th of July), led by 
Castro, had warned the members of the opposition commission that they would 
be subject to attacks and assassination if they accepted an agreement with the 
government. Tony Varona personally told Rivero Agüero and me that he was not 
afraid of the threats (Varona was a man of extraordinary courage), but that was not 
the case with the other members of the commission representing the opposition. 
Thus, the terrorist, violent group led by Castro imposed its totalitarian point of 
view at gunpoint upon the democratic opposition. The peaceful, democratic and 
civic solution to the dispute was made impossible. 

However, I think it is important to make clear that many leaders of the opposition 
and a large portion of the press actively worked against any negotiated solution. In 
opposition to the posture adopted by the government, which not only sat at the 
negotiation table, but also accepted most of the proposals of the opposition and 
stated that the people should democratically decide the way to solve the conflict, 
there were many - first of all, of course, Castroists - who refused to accept a negoti-
ated solution. The position of the “26 de Julio” toward the mediation of the “Ami-
gos de la República” was the beginning of something that has never changed: the 
position of a tyrant who has always refused to negotiate a democratic solution and 
has persisted in prohibiting any movement toward free elections. 

 

The General Strike Of April 1958. 
The Last Elections. Rivero Agüe-
ro, The “Cuban Zedillo” Who Was 
Not Able To Govern. 

The national situation was deteriorating by the day. However, the support 
Fidel Castro would receive from the upper classes had not yet been mani-
fested in the radical and even suicidal way that it would in the near future. 

The popular classes, especially the working class, opposed the insurrection. This was 
in part because Cuba’s social legislation was one of the most developed in the world, 
and the national economy was strong and prosperous despite the fact that the island 
was a young and small country of six and a half million people. The national currency, 
the Cuban peso, was one of the strongest and healthiest currencies in the world, trad-
ing on par with the American dollar. There also was free foreign currency exchange.

It will likely be very difficult for future historians to explain the clear contradiction 
that existed between the state of the economy and the degree of social develop-
ment of Cuba on one hand, and the political violence that overtook society. De-
spite the violence, key economic indicators were strong and the social condition 
of workers, even in the agricultural sector, was superior to the island’s geographic, 
historical, and cultural neighborhood.  

Poor areas still existed, especially in remote rural regions, but data from interna-
tional organizations of the era confirms that the standard of living, prosperity, 
health, and education of Cubans during the fifties could compete with the most 
developed societies of the time. There were no economic or social reasons to 
explain the violence and extremism that Cuban society had to endure and that 
would lead to disaster for the nation.
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Fidel Castro called for a general strike in April 1958, a strike that resulted in an 
extraordinary failure for the opposition, since the labor unions and masses of 
workers simply did not support it. Almost nobody went on strike. It is interesting 
to observe that there was just one sector of the working class that partially sup-
ported the strike; bank workers, white-collar workers, who obviously represented 
the most “managerial” sector of Cuba’s labor force. This provides further evidence 
of the classist and racist roots of yet ignored, key points of our national history.

Accompanied by constant upheaval and unrest, the government called for elec-
tions again in November 1958; I was then elected Senator for Oriente province, 
the youngest Senator in Cuba. The elections had been scheduled to be held before, 
in June of that year, but after the fiasco of the “April Strike,” Batista made the mis-
take of feeling so strong that he postponed the elections until November. Many 
important opposition leaders, such as Carlos Prío Socarrás, abstained from the 
elections. Electoral abstentionism was a weapon which was used since the begin-
ning of the Republic, always with disastrous results. Even during the first elections 
of the Republic, Bartolomé Masó, the candidate who was opposing Estrada Palma, 
called for abstention, alleging that the support Máximo Gomez was giving to Es-
trada Palma, together with other important factors, prevented an impartial elec-
tion. However, Salvador Cisneros y Betancourt, the leader of Bartolomé Masó’s 
party in Camaguey province, did not follow Maso’s guidance. He participated in 
the elections, and won the province.

In the last elections held in the Republic, in November 1958, the candidates for 
president were Andrés Rivero Agüero for the four parties of the government, Car-
los Márquez Sterling, and Ramón Grau San Martín.

In the provinces of the eastern region, the situation was one of factual civil war 
and obviously, under the circumstances, voter turnout was very low, but nothing 
compared to the election when President Abraham Lincoln was reelected during 
the American Civil War, in which voter turnout was approximately 10%. Govern-
ment workers and their relatives constituted an important voting bloc, as well as 
members of the armed forces, and Andrés Rivero Agüero was elected. 

The General Strike Of April 1958. The Last Elections. Rivero Agüero,  
The “Cuban Zedillo” Who Was Not Able To Govern. 

The election obviously took place under extraordinary circumstances. But Ba-
tista’s term of office was ending and a new government would be inaugurated on 
February 24, 1959. Batista had informed the president-elect that he would be trav-
eling to Europe immediately after handing over power and would be out of Cuba 
for no less than a year. Rivero Agüero announced that he would call new elections 
within two years. 

But most of Cuban and international public opinion described Rivero Agüero as 
Batista’s “puppet,” and argued that he did not deserve the opportunity to be inau-
gurated. History showed us years later in Mexico, how, after seven decades of “ro-
tating dictatorship” by the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), President 
Salinas de Gortari imposed Ernesto Zedillo on his party and on the entire country 
following the assassination of presidential candidate Luis Donaldo Colosio. And 
President Zedillo ended up being the great figure of Mexico’s democratic transi-
tion. Following Zedillo’s term of office, Partido Accion Nacional (PAN) candidate 
Vicente Fox assumed power following exemplary elections. I am convinced that 
Andrés Rivero Agüero could have been the great “Cuban Zedillo.” He was a true 
democrat, but, unfortunately, the story ended up very differently for Cuba. I feel 
profoundly sad when I realize how right I was to oppose Castro’s amnesty. The 
future possibility of the frustrated “Cuban Zedillo” is, as every future possibility, 
impossible to prove, but it is also part of the deep sorrow I feel when I think about 
the Cuba that could have been.
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During one of the last rallies of my 
senatorial campaign. Gibara, Oriente 

Province, October 1958.

Clashes With The Government

In 1958, the people in Oriente province experienced a civil war in which those 
traveling on roads were always threatened by guerrilleros, and it was very dif-
ficult to hold normal elections. The Castroists carried out a systematic cam-

paign to confiscate voter registration cards from the voters; if they did not hand 
them in, they were simply killed. These terrible events are never mentioned by 
historians – another unjustified omission in our historiography.  

The government called a meeting of the four presidents of the parties in Oriente 
that supported it:  César (Lulú) Camacho, from the Liberal Party, Rolando Mas-
ferrer, from the Radical Union Party, Anselmo Alliegro, from the Acción Progre-
sista Party, and myself as president of the Partido Demócrata (Democratic Party), 
which I had joined, under the leadership of the governor of Havana, Panchín Batis-
ta. The meeting was presided by President Batista and presidential candidate An-
drés Rivero Agüero, and included Batista’s Chief of Staff Andrés Domingo y Mo-
rales del Castillo. The rules of the game for the election in Oriente province were 
established during that meeting: the candidates for Congress (Senate and House 
of Representatives) of the four government parties would collect the voter regis-
tration cards of those voters who wished to vote for them in the elections, but were 
afraid to go to the polls due to the threats of guerrilleros. Votes for Senators and 
Representatives would be awarded to each candidate in proportion to the number 
of voter registration cards that voters voluntarily handed to each candidate. 
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Immediately after that meeting, I called all Congressional candidates of my Dem-
ocratic Party and let them know the rules of the game. Some candidates accepted 
the task at hand with great enthusiasm and personal risk. Among them were Rep-
resentatives Esteban de Varona, José Antonio Moralejo, and Gustavo Cowley Gal-
lego. Some other candidates did not visit Oriente province during the campaign, 
or did so very sporadically. 

The President of the Senate, Anselmo Alliegro, who was also the President of the 
Acción Progresista Party in Oriente province, declared to the press that some Con-
gressional candidates of the Democratic Party would be elected due to being “nota-
ble” characters on the national scene. This violated the previously established rules. 

When the election results were announced, five Representatives were elected 
from the Democratic Party in Oriente, and the first three in order of voter registra-
tion cards obtained were Esteban de Varona, José Antonio Moralejo and Gustavo 
Cowley (the other two were the re-elected Representatives Marta García Ochoa 
and José Milanés Tamayo). Andrés Rivero Agüero came to see me and told me 
that Anselmo Alliegro was pressuring President Batista to alter the results of the 
election for Representatives of the Democratic Party in Oriente. I told him that 
I would not accept even the slightest violation of the rules or of the electoral re-
sults of my party within my province. Rivero Agüero knew me very well and was 
aware that I am capable of going to extremes in order to defend my principles and 
my word, and the government accepted the correct results. Serious consequences 
were avoided had the government decided otherwise. 

I had other major as well as minor conflicts with my own government. One was 
caused by the invitation I made to the ambassadors of the United States and 
Guatemala for a Sunday television program I hosted. The subject was the armed 
conflict led by Colonel Carlos Castillo Armas to overthrow the pro-communist 
government of Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala. The ambassador of the United States 
did not attend the program and asked to be represented by an embassy attaché. 
I refused, stating that my invitation was for both ambassadors. The ambassador 
of Guatemala did come to the program and of course argued in favor of his gov-

Clashes With The Government

ernment. Immediately after the program, the ambassador of the United States 
complained by phone to President Batista about the fact that one of his govern-
ment’s leaders had opened his television program to the pro-communist ambas-
sador from Guatemala. After a strong message over the phone transmitted to me 
by General Francisco “Silito” Tabernilla (head of Batista’s personal military guards 
at the time) and my equally strong response, President Batista invited me and my 
wife to dinner the following weekend at his finca, Kuquine. Once again, differ-
ences were overcome. 

Before that incident, I had organized and led a big march of the PAU Youth on 
November 2, 1953 to show our support for Batista a few months after the attack 
on the Moncada Barracks. Most of the cabinet members were not pleased by the 
fact that the march was to take place. But since my father was Secretary of Trans-
portation at the time, they were not able to block the means of transportation from 
the provinces to the capital for the march. In every province, the youth of my party 
responded to my call with great enthusiasm and the march in front of the presiden-
tial palace was an extraordinary success, with more than 100,000 young people 
marching for hours in support of the government. 

However, the Interior Secretary, my immediate boss, Ramón Hermida, ordered 
the Director of the Transportation Secretariat within the Ministry, Saluctio Tozo, 
to prevent the march. I took the President a resignation letter as Undersecretary so 
I could publicly denounce Secretary Hermida. The President did not accept my 
resignation, and called Hermida and me in for a meeting in which we agreed that 
the plans for the march would not be hindered. 

In spite of this, certain events occurred on the day of the march that could have 
been very serious. I had given orders that only marching band music was to be 
allowed and forbade alcoholic beverages. I also ordered that the banners not men-
tion any names, only the slogans for the cause, specifically: “We ask for administra-
tive honesty,” “The land is for those who work it,” “Integral Agriculture Reform,” 
“Let’s Deepen Democracy,” “Help for small businesses,” “Participation of workers 
in companies,” etc. 
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However, upon approaching the palace terrace where the President, his cabinet, 
and I were watching the march, a group of friends of Batista’s chief of staff, Andrés 
Domingo, lifted a banner congratulating him. I immediately gave the order that 
the banner be destroyed, and it was, in front of us all. When the march arrived at 
the corner of Prado and Neptuno Streets, in front of the Central Park, the traffic 
officer switched the traffic light to red, thus breaking up the march, leaving about 
100,000 young people behind, separating them from us, members of the presi-
dency who had already passed. I then approached the police officer and told him 
that the march had permission to continue without interruption to the presiden-
tial palace and asked him to turn the light back to green again. The officer replied 
that he would not do so, since he had orders for the light to be red. I immediately 
went to the light switch and personally turned it to green, but a transit police cap-
tain appeared and told me that I could not direct traffic. I showed him a copy of 
the permit authorizing the march and told him I had the right to ask for the green 
light so the march could continue without interruption. The police captain asked 
me in full voice: “Who do you think you are to take these liberties?” I replied: “I 
am the Undersecretary of Interior of the country.” He then yelled at me, close to 
my face: “What you are is a piece of shit,” but he obviously finished the sentence 
on the ground following the blow to the head that I gave him. The captain, still on 
the ground, reached for his weapon, but my brother Waldo, risking his life, stopped 
him. I asked the captain and all my friends to stay calm since the situation was 
extremely tense and dangerous. Suddenly, seemingly out of nowhere, Police Colo-
nel Lutgardo Martín Perez appeared with his staff and escorts in many police cars. 
He practically picked the captain off the ground and put him in one of his police 
cars, apologized to me, and continued marching alongside me until we reached 
the palace.  

On My Way To Exile Without 
Knowing It

After the last elections of November 1958, the President-elect Andrés 
Rivero Agüero told me confidentially that I would be his Secretary of 
Education. By then, I had worked for more than a year from my law firm, 

Díaz-Balart, Díaz-Balart and Amador in Havana creating a Cuban company to 
build a national fleet of passenger ships and had hired an important firm in New 
York that administered passenger ships in the Mediterranean Sea in those days. 
With the technical support of that American firm, the National Bank of Cuba and 
its president Joaquín Martínez Sáenz agreed to finance this project that was to start 
with the construction of two passenger ships in French shipyards; they would be 
decorated in Italy, include luxury casinos and would be paid for in seven years. 
Rivero Agüero was enthusiastic about the project due to its significance for the 
prosperity of the Cuban economy. When the loan was repaid after seven years, 
two new ships would be ordered successively every seven years. It is easy to imag-
ine that the Cuban company would have had no less than a dozen luxury cruise 
ships employing thousands of Cubans.

 After the elections, and as the Christmas holidays were approaching, I prepared 
a trip to France and Italy, to complete the hiring of the French and Italian firms to 
build and decorate the first two ships. I told the President-elect, and asked him to 
inform President Batista about my trip. Rivero Agüero called me a few days later to 
tell me that Batista did not want me traveling abroad in such tense moments. I re-
plied that I had meetings scheduled in France and Italy and had already purchased 
my airline tickets. Then Rivero Agüero told me to write a letter to Batista and that 
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he would hand it to him while I was away, for he was sure that Batista was going 
to understand that my trip was important to the national interest. I thanked the 
President-elect, reminding him that I would be back before January 15th. 

So on December 20th, 1958, I left Cuba with my wife Hilda and my two sons 
Rafael and Lincoln, ages eight and four, respectively ( José and Mario were born 
in exile). I was also accompanied by my law partner Rolando Amador, my brother 
Frank, his wife Alina, and the assistant that helped my wife with the children, Mirta 
Batista (who was of no relation to the president). 

We left Cuba for New York on December 20th and from there traveled to Paris on 
December 24th, arriving in that beautiful city on Christmas Day, December 25, 
1958. There I met a man who would become my savior of sorts, Sergio Cifuentes, 
a distinguished Spaniard who had lived in Cuba for many years and was married 
to a Cuban. Cifuentes had a high position at the Foreign Affairs Ministry in Spain. 
The Cuban Ambassador, who had introduced me to Cifuentes during one of the 
many receptions he organized in my honor after my arrival, was completely de-
voted to me and my wife during those days, until the news that Batista had fled 
Cuba, and he stopped taking my calls. 

The very first day of the new year, Sergio Cifuentes came to visit me at my hotel to 
tell me that I had full guarantees to establish myself in Spain, to validate my lawyer’s li-
cense and start a new life. We booked our flights to travel to Madrid on January third. 
Cifuentes said he could not go with us because he had to visit the Spanish Embassy 
in Germany, but would be back in Madrid on the sixth. He gave me a hand-written 
note addressed to Colonel Molina, Chief of Security at Barajas airport in Madrid, so 
that we would not have problems with our entry into Spain using the Cuban dip-
lomatic passports we were traveling with, which obviously were not valid anymore.

We arrived at Barajas airport on January third and I asked the first police officer I 
found for Colonel Molina. He said the colonel was off that day. When we handed 
our passports to the immigration officer that corresponded to us, he looked at all 
of us and said, “Welcome to Spain.” Cifuentes was back in Madrid on the sixth and 
immediately visited us to reiterate his invitation for me to remain in Spain, validate 

On My Way To Exile Without Knowing It

my law license, and start a new life. I will never be able to thank Sergio Cifuentes 
enough for all he did for my family and me in Spain.

The news of Batista fleeing Cuba (something that I never thought possible, I cer-
tainly thought we could die in the fight, but never thought Batista would flee) and 
Castro’s taking over impacted me deeply. The sensation I felt realizing that I was 
exiled is something I do not wish upon any human being. The Romans used to 
say that exile was worse than death, because you die only once, but when you are 
an exile, you die a little bit each day. My pain was even deeper since I knew that 
Castro was going to destroy Cuba and create a monstrous totalitarian tyranny in 
my country. 

I imagine that the reasonable course of action would have been to accept Sergio 
Cifuentes’ protection and validate my lawyer’s license in Spain. But I had other 
plans, other preoccupations, and most important of all, what I considered a sacred 
responsibility: to fight for the liberation of Cuba and against the barbarians that 
were going to destroy my country. So, the first thing I did in Madrid, as soon as 
the stores opened after the holidays, was to buy a portable typewriter and write 
a document denouncing the gangsters who had taken over Cuba. It was a docu-
ment that, as could be expected, nobody published. Then I spoke by telephone 
with my friend Víctor L. Anfuso, U.S. Democratic Congressman from New York, 
who had become a close friend during his numerous trips to Cuba as a member of 
the Agriculture Committee of the U.S. Congress.  

Anfuso invited me to go to the United States, even though the American govern-
ment did not want to let me in. Nonetheless, on January 15, 1959, I traveled to 
New York with my wife and sons, where Congressman Anfuso was waiting for 
us at the airport, but immigration officers were also waiting to send me and my 
family back to Spain on the first possible flight. After hours of tense and disturbing 
discussions, Anfuso brokered an agreement with the Immigration Department of 
the United States: they would allow us entry into the U.S. in a conditional and 
provisional way, on parole, and my wife and I had to personally check in every day 
at 9:00 in the morning at the central immigration office in New York, located at 70 
Columbus Avenue.
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January 1959 And Its Origins

What happened in January 1959, and its origin, deserves special reflec-
tion. The attitude toward the opposition shown by Fulgencio Batista 
and his followers in March 1952 was not adopted by those who won 

in January 1959. My house and many others were looted and burned on January 1, 
before, by the way, the Communist Party ruled Cuba. On January 12, in Santiago 
de Cuba, more than seventy Cubans were executed without trial and thrown into 
a mass grave. Among them were two cousins of mine, the Olea Gros brothers (the 
third one would be killed a few days later). In exhumations, some of the bodies 
were found with burned hands, after having been buried alive. 

In the province of Las Villas, National Police Colonel Cornelio Rojas was mur-
dered, and in Oriente province, without any kind of trial, army lieutenant Enrique 
Despaigne was murdered as well. Hundreds of Cubans suffered a similar fate. A 
group of air force pilots were judged in Santiago de Cuba by Fidel Castro’s “Rebel 
Army” court and were found innocent in a unanimous decision. From Havana, the 
then new tyrant, via radio and television, ordered a second trial that condemned 
the pilots to long years of imprisonment. A multitude at the Sports Stadium (Pa-
lacio de Deportes) in Havana, engaged in a true “Roman circus” to judge, torture 
and order the death of Commander Jesús Sosa Blanco, who did not deserve to 
be treated in such a way, even if he had been the worst of all men, which he was 
not. In the fort of “La Cabaña,” a grotesque and despicable foreigner who called 
himself “Che” began executing Cubans without trial, shooting them in the back of 
the head, as was the case of Captain Castaño, whose only crime was to know by 
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heart the names of the main communist leaders in Cuba and Latin America. This 
was the only time in Cuba’s history when a foreigner was imported to murder and 
torture Cubans. Before that, some notable foreigners had gone to Cuba to fight 
for Cuba’s freedom  alongside Cubans fighting Spanish forces, such as the Do-
minican Generalissimo Máximo Gómez;  General Juan Rius Rivera from Puerto 
Rico, General Carlos Roloff from Poland, and the Italian lawyer and Colonel of 
the Mambí Army, Orestes Ferrara.

Beginning in January, 1959, the so-called “revolucionarios” subjected Cuba to the 
brutal treatment of a band of pirates who converted the Republic into a simple 
horde for bandits. They did not even follow the requirements of international trea-
ties and agreements, such as the 1948 Geneva Convention, which binds foreign 
occupation forces to certain conduct. 

The behavior of Castro and his followers was as cynical and sadistic as that of 
an army of occupation. I will mention two concrete examples since I personally 
know the people involved. The first one refers to Roberto Agramonte, who had 
been the presidential candidate of the Ortodoxo Party in 1952, with the slogan 
“Dignity versus Money,” whom I released immediately when Salas Cañizares ar-
rested him on March 11, 1952, and who was at that moment, January 1959, the 
Minister of Foreign Affairs of the new government. He went to the Chilean Em-
bassy in Havana to discuss with the ambassador a group of Cuban men and wom-
en who were refugees inside the Embassy’s residence. Mr. Agramonte saw a new 
car parked outside the embassy and asked the ambassador to whom it belonged, 
since it did not have diplomatic plates. He was told it belonged to Marta Gutiérrez 
de Vidal, daughter of the former Minister of Finance, Gustavo Gutiérrez, and wife 
of Manuel Vidal, who were refugees in the embassy. “Ambassador” - said the new 
Foreign Minister Roberto Agramonte - “tell Mrs. Gutiérrez to give me the car keys 
because the revolution needs that car.” Mrs. Marta Gutiérrez, who was my friend, 
as I was of her husband’s, replied that she would not give him the car. Agramonte 
then requested to see her personally, and told her that if she didn’t hand him the 
keys, he wouldn’t give her safe-conduct to leave the embassy and Cuba. The Chil-
ean ambassador intervened and through kind persuasion, convinced Marta to 
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give the keys to the minister, who left the embassy in his new car. Two years later, 
Marta Gutiérrez Vidal ran into Agramonte, then also exiled in Miami, and uttered 
the harshest words a decent lady can say to a man. It was Marta Gutiérrez Vidal 
who told me this story personally, together with her husband Manolo Vidal, and 
her sisters, María and Berta.  

Another day in January 1959, so-called “Commander” Eloy Gutiérrez Menoyo 
passed by the building where Elmeida González and her husband, Liberato Vega, 
my former chief of staff, were living. A new car was parked outside and Gutiérrez 
Menoyo, after finding out who it belonged to, asked for the keys because “the revo-
lution needed the car.” Elmeida came down from her apartment and asked him 
for how long the revolution would need her car. He replied that for around three 
or four weeks. After a month, Elmeida went to see Gutiérrez Menoyo in an office 
he had established in an also confiscated office space. “Commander,” she told him, 
“it’s been more than a month, when will you give me my car back?” “Madam,” he 
replied, “your car now belongs to the revolution. If you don’t like it, file a police 
report and see what happens.” And that’s how they continued. In an orgy of blood 
and theft, the pirates who took over Cuba in January 1959 carried out thousands 
of executions without trial or after judicial farces; they stole properties, first from 
those related to the previous regime, then from foreigners and finally from anyone 
who had even the smallest possession. In January 1959, a regime of gangsters, by 
gangsters and for gangsters, directed by a gangster in chief, was established in Cuba. 

Cuban civil society at that time, including the Catholic Church, gave itself up in 
body and soul to the gangsters, the new owners of Cuba, in a sort of collective 
suicide. The Federation of University Professionals, with the exception of the Cu-
ban Bar Association, published a statement at the end of January supporting the 
executions, and the Catholic magazine “La Quincena” also published an article by 
its director Father Ignacio Biaín, where he stated, among other things, and I quote: 
“The people of Cuba, deeply Christian, have not objected to these killings. Cuban 
women, so sensitive to justice and cruelty, have witnessed these punishments in 
sober and saintly silence.” This collective suicide might seem inexplicable to future 
historians, Cuba being a nation with such a brilliant history, whose great patriots, 
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some of them rich men, offered everything in the past, their lives and fortunes, at 
the altar of the nation.  

An unprecedented explosion of emotions covered the island, reflected, for in-
stance, in the cover of the most important magazine at the time, “Bohemia,” with 
a revealing text: 

“Honor and glory to the national hero,” and next to the text a huge photo-
graph of the new “national hero,” tall and messianic. 

The situation before January 1959 was not like many books and publications have 
described it, that is, with a dictator hanging on to power with no intention of leav-
ing and a liberator seeking to assume power. Batista had announced that he was 
leaving Cuba on February 24th. On the other hand, Fidel Castro’s history in the 
university, was known enough for the influential classes throughout the country 
not to join in the explosion of emotions in favor of a leader who, since his adoles-
cence, had participated in gangster-like acts.  

There simply is not a reasonable explanation for those demonstrations of unlim-
ited adhesion and enthusiasm in favor of the leader of the 26 of July movement, 
until we scratch the surface of the situation and factors such as racism and clas-
sism make their presence. The son of a Spaniard, white and tall, had overthrown a 
mulatto from the most humble sectors of society. The phrase that was repeated in 
“elegant clubs” during the Batista regime is extremely illustrative: “The nigger must 
leave, even if he is replaced by chaos.” Racism and classism are the great, ignored 
keys to our history.

If we were to study the historical background of the creation and consolidation 
of our national identity, we would see, in fact, that the victory of the heroic people 
of Haiti, the first country in Latin America to obtain its freedom, at the beginning 
of the XIX century, had an important effect on our process of national indepen-
dence. For instance, liberator Simón Bolívar, who considered  freeing Cuba, wrote 
a letter to General Santander in 1926 saying he would not invade Cuba because 
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“the freedom of Cuba can wait; we have enough with one Haiti in the Caribbean.” 
Likewise, many wealthy Cubans were frightened by the idea of a Cuban liberation 
that would be dominated by black and mestizo Cubans. The Autonomist Party 
(Partido Autonomista) founded after the “Zanjón Pact” (1878) although it had 
older roots, also utilized the issue of race to its advantage. A great portion of the 
fighters for independence, who despite not representing a majority of the popu-
lation, came from the most humble sectors of Cuba, was made up of black and 
mulatto men and women. But when the Republic began in 1902, the first cabinet 
of Tomás Estrada Palma was mainly formed by autonomist leaders recycled as in-
dependentistas. In fact, the first cabinet included notable autonomist leaders such 
as Leopoldo Cancio, Diego Tamayo, who was a member of the 1901 Constitu-
tional Assembly and Interior Secretary, as well as Emilio Terry and Carlos de Zal-
do, Secretary of Agriculture and Secretary of Foreign Affairs and Justice, respec-
tively. Among other important, formerly autonomist members: Eduardo Yero and 
Carlos Fonts Sterling, Vice-President of the first House of Representatives of the 
Republic; José del Cueto, who occupied the Presidency of the Supreme Court; 
Rafael Montoro, the first Cuban ambassador in London and candidate for Vice 
President of the Republic with Menocal, in 1908. Montoro was also Chief of Staff 
when Menocal was President. Ricardo Dolz, Vice-President of the Senate and ad-
visor to Estrada Palma, as well as author of the Electoral Statute after the fall of 
President Machado, was also part of the cabinet. 

It is important to mention that, at the same time, during Estrada Palma’s govern-
ment, at the beginning of the Republic, the great Mambí general, Quintín Ban-
deras, (the only general who served our country during four wars for indepen-
dence 1851, 1868, 1879 and 1895), was offered a position as a street sweeper in 
Havana (“trash foreman”), and was later murdered, after having survived hundreds 
of battles in the manigua redentora1. As Tomás Savignon, Quintín Banderas’ biog-
rapher, wrote in 1948 in Quintín Banderas, El Mambí Sacrificado y Escarnecido: 
“For the brave Mambí, immune to the Spanish iron and the brutality of the guerril-
lero, there exists in free Cuba, only fratricidal iron and lead that destroy their flesh 
and take away their lives.” Racism and classism raised their destructive heads since 

1  In the Cuban countryside, where important independence battles took place. 
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the beginning of the Republic, even though Cuban historiography has ignored 
them until today. 

The Autonomist Party always favored Spain. It sought “gifts” from the colonial 
mainland, but always under Spanish sovereignty. For example, that’s where the 
tacky (or picúo as we say in Cuban colloquial language)  name of “Mother Coun-
try” (Madre Patria) comes from, because although Spain is a fraternal country, it 
obviously cannot be “motherland” nor “patria” since there is only one mother and 
one patria. It is odd, for example, that nobody has ever thought of calling Nigeria, 
our Madre Patria, despite it being the origin of many of our ancestors. These issues, 
always silenced, as I keep insisting, are found in the historic origin of our ills as a na-
tion. The heroic Mambíses, freedom fighters for our independence, were ignored, 
excluded and discriminated during the Republic, whereas the elite, those men who 
had been autonomists, who had so fiercely fought against independence, together 
with the Spaniards, who together were owners of the nation’s wealth, continued to 
be the wealthy owners of the economy and were protected by the perverse 1898 
Treaty of Paris. It was through politics that the Mambíses and their descendants, 
the great majority living in poverty, started to gain influence within the Republic, 
until the hero of those who despised politics took absolute power in 1959. 

To analyze the origins of what happened in January 1959, I think it is also impor-
tant to reference the great book, “The Cuban Adventure,” written by the Bolivian 
economist Julio Alvarado, who worked in the Finance Ministry during the admin-
istration of President Prío and kept his  job in Batista’s government. His boss dur-
ing this last period was Secretary Gustavo Gutiérrez. When Castro’s “revolutionar-
ies” took power, Alvarado formed part of a group who worked under the orders of 
the impostor and murderer who used the pseudonym of “Che.” It didn’t take long 
for Alvarado to find out that the so- called “revolutionaries” were going to destroy 
Cuba and impose communism. 

When he was able to travel abroad, Alvarado managed to take his files with him 
and went into exile in Spain. There he published his great work “The Cuban Ad-
venture,” (La Aventura Cubana) in which he explains in detail how the national-
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istic measures taken by Batista’s government bothered American legislators and 
lobbyists who repeatedly complained to President Eisenhower. Measures like the 
substitution of Cuban rice for rice bought from Louisiana and other states. This 
was considered an unfriendly act by American economic interests and certain sec-
tors of the U.S. Congress. 

Another example was the tender carried out to select a company for the construc-
tion of the tunnel underneath Havana Bay, won fairly and squarely by the French 
company Le Grand Traveaux de Marseilles, which, as we all know, did a great job. 
Some American companies and lobbyists who had also presented bids, consid-
ered the event another unfriendly act, and let President Eisenhower know. In the 
same way, the Cuban purchase of locomotives from West Germany was another 
unfriendly act. The same thing happened with the prohibition against buying lard 
from the United States if it didn’t comply with the requirements imposed by 
American sanitary agencies for consumption by the U.S. population, taking into 
account that a study done by the Lions Club in Havana had determined that the 
lard being imported from the U.S. was not fit for human consumption and was 
causing multiple cases of hepatitis. This incident even motivated an absurd “verbal 
note” in which the American Embassy claimed that the lard should be able to be 
sold, to which Secretary Gutiérrez replied that it would be, once it was also being 
consumed by humans in the U.S. Another unfriendly act.

Alvarado explains how these actions led President Eisenhower to issue an order 
that in the official language of Washington is known as a “finding.” “Get rid of Batis-
ta and install a friendly government in Cuba.” The presidential order was given to 
the American bureaucracy, including Secretary of State John Foster Dulles, a great 
anti-communist who was, in those days, fully devoted to conflicts in the Middle 
East and other disputes across the planet; also had fallen deathly ill with cancer. 
Dulles, as expected, passed the note on to Roy Rubottom, the Assistant Secretary 
of State for Latin America, who, in turn, passed it on to William Weyland, who was, 
in practical terms, the one in direct charge of executing the order on a day-to-day 
basis. To accomplish his task, Weyland enlisted the invaluable help of New York 
Times journalist Herbert Matthews. 
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It was not until mid December 1958, according to documents recently “declassi-
fied” by the American government, that President Eisenhower gathered his main 
intelligence advisors in the White House on the issue of Cuba. They informed him 
that Castro would take power and that his movement was infiltrated by commu-
nists. “Why wasn’t I informed before?” asked an angry Eisenhower.

In the chapter of the “The Cuban Adventure” entitled “Eisenhower’s Knock-Out 
Punch to Batista,” Alvarado wrote: “We were tired of a dictator called Batista,” Eisen-
hower said in 1961, implicitly regretting his policy against the government of Cuba 
in the period 1956-1958. Those words suggest that Washington’s attack against 
Batista had as its motive the defense of democracy in the hemisphere. But the fol-
lowing question is begged: Why didn’t Eisenhower apply similar policies against 
Trujillo and Somoza, who reigned as dictators for five decades in the Dominican 
Republic and Nicaragua? Eisenhower was not honest when he made that state-
ment in 1961, when Fidel was already considered a relentless enemy of the United 
States. The true cause of Eisenhower’s policy to overthrow Batista was economic.” 

It is interesting to note that until Fidel Castro founded his political movement 
and called it “26th of July,” there had only been one movement named after a date 
in Cuba: “4th of September.” All the other political parties and movements had 
names like  Liberal, Conservative, Democrat, Authentic, Orthodox, etc, and the 
movements Joven Cuba, ABC, ABC Radical, etc. So the fact that Castro imitated 
Batista, naming his movement after a date, reveals admiration and envy. Castro 
would have given anything to be able to say that his father had been a member of 
the Mambí Army, and was ashamed that, on the contrary, his father had been a sol-
dier of the Spanish “butcher” Valeriano Weyler. Castro would have given anything 
to be able to say that he was born in a bohío2 with dirt floors, yagua walls and a 
guano roof; but the one who was born in those conditions was Fulgencio Batista 
and not Fidel Castro. Likewise, the word “Revolution” and the concept it carries 
were not Castro’s ideas. When we arrived at the university, in one of the first meet-
ings of the Student Federation (FEU), the president, Manolo Castro, told us he 
was not going to let us jeopardize “the conquests of the revolution.”

2  Type of hut made of wood, straw and mud with no windows.

The Creation Of The “White 
Rose.” Its First Years And Its 
First President, Domingo Gómez 
Gimeránez

In 1959, exiled in New York, aside from the reports I received from Congress-
man Anfuso on the attitude and position of the United States government 
regarding the new Cuban political situation, there were also the articles in the 

international press, including U.S. publications, enormously favorable to the gang-
ster who had already become absolute ruler and owner of all the lives and proper-
ties of the largest island in the Caribbean. I immediately realized that, once more, 
destiny imposed on me the ungrateful duty of acting “against the current.” 

In 1960, the U.S. government began contacting Cuban leaders who had supported 
Fidel Castro but did not want to continue backing the atrocities he committed 
from the first moment he took power. But in January 1959, the support and the 
applause were unanimous for those who converted Cuba into a pirates’ booty, 
unscrupulously killing and stealing without limit. I called my dear friends Andrés 
Rivero Agüero and Gastón Godoy, who were in the Dominican Republic with 
former president Batista and other former leaders of his government. I told them 
of my intention to form the first movement to oppose the barbarity that had taken 
over Cuba. Rivero Agüero and Godoy spoke with Batista and he let me know his 
opinion: it was not the time for a man of the former regime to create an organiza-
tion to attack the new situation. Maybe he was right, but I knew that if I did not de-
nounce the murders of Cubans that Castro was perpetrating daily, nobody would. 
Moreover, I was profoundly disappointed with Batista, because I always believed 
that a captain must be willing to go down with his ship during a storm. I must 
say that if I feel proud about anything in my life, it is having made the decision to 
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confront the entire world on January 28, 1959 and form the first organization to 
fight barbarism in Cuba. 

The U.S. authorities did not like my decision one bit. An FBI agent, whose name 
I recall, Frank O’Brien, was ordered to maintain surveillance over me almost full 
time, which he personally informed me of. Agent O’Brien always behaved like a 
gentleman with my family and me.

I immediately began to prepare the founding meeting of “The White Rose,” that 
would take place on January 28 of that year, 1959, at the old Belmont Plaza, (today 
the W Hotel) in New York, located at Lexington Avenue and 49th Street, together 
with Cuban immigrants in New York, such as Pedro Peña Góngora, and George 
Fernández who worked at the hotel’s cafeteria. That day, 15 Cubans gathered, will-
ing to confront the entire world to denounce the barbarity, outrages, crimes, theft 
and infamy of the thugs who were destroying Cuba. I said a few words on that oc-
casion and remember very well having announced a long battle, a war that could 
last generations. As I had predicted four years earlier in the Cuban Congress dur-
ing my speech against the law which amnestied Fidel Castro, the darkest of nights 
had descended upon Cuba. I knew that Fidel Castro was going to install the most 
brutal, unscrupulous, and destructive of all tyrannies in the history of the Ameri-
can continent, and that to get rid of him, weapons and the support of friendly na-
tions would be needed. And I did not see the possibility of obtaining any solidarity 
to overthrow Castro’s tyranny. 

So, while other Cubans thought exile would be short, I emphasized the fact that 
the struggle would be long. Our duties in forming The White Rose included the 
preparation of our successors, so that the struggle would be ensured after the phys-
ical lives of those who were there founding the movement, until Cuba was free and 
able to reemerge from its ruins. 

There were at the time a great many Cubans in New York who lived and worked in 
the city and supported the 26th of July Movement, aside from a large number of 
Latinos who also sympathized with the new Cuban government. From the begin-

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

ning, Fidel Castro’s regime engaged in gangster-like ways. The Cuban consulate 
in New York was turned into an office to coordinate aggression against those of 
us who had the audacity to denounce the new “heroes.” Our public events were 
systematically attacked by armed groups with chains, sticks and baseball bats. We 
were lucky to have the support of the administrator of an apartment building lo-
cated on Broadway and 149th Street, a Cuban patriot named Leon, who became a 
member of The White Rose and lent us the building’s basement for our meetings. 
The basement became symbolically known as “The Catacombs.”  

In April of that year I wrote and published the first Cuban exile newspaper, called 
Fraternidad, using the pseudonym Abraham de Moya.

When there are many men without dignity, there are men who have the dignity of 
many men, said our apostle José Martí. Domingo Gómez Gimeránez was certain-
ly one of those exceptional men who demonstrated, during the saddest and most 
somber moments of our history, that he possessed the dignity and patriotism that 
many others did not.   

In January l959, Gómez Gimeránez became a professor at New York University 
and was in charge of a department dedicated to the research of his own doctrines 
on mathematic and other formulas to explain the functioning of the human body, 
especially the cardiovascular system. A selected group of medical researchers from 
the United States and Latin American countries worked with him as disciples.

The biography of this Cuban wise man seems to come from a fairy tale. He was 
born in the Cuban countryside, in the municipality of Remanganagua, in the Es-
cambray mountains, province of Las Villas, in the center of the island. 

From a humble family, he worked in the fields since he was a child, without being 
able to go to school. At the age of fifteen he was still illiterate, but he managed to 
learn to read and write. He had an enormous intellectual curiosity and a deep love 
for Cuba. He read every newspaper he came across and enlisted in the army for 
greater chances of self-improvement. He became a corporal and was known for 
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his devotion to service and to study. One day he read in the press an announce-
ment from the French Embassy in Havana offering a few scholarships for Cuban 
students to study in Paris. With great effort and the help of the army, he went 
to Havana, took the exams at the embassy and earned one of the scholarships. 
He then moved to Paris, studied high school and earned exceptional grades, 
allowing him to enter the prestigious Sorbonne University, and graduated as a 
doctor in medicine, math and sciences. Impressed by his ability, medicine and 
mathematics professors chose him as an assistant, since he was already carrying 
out research on medicine through mathematical formulas. His goal was to turn 
medicine into an actual science, beyond empiricism, essays and statistics. And he 
was succeeding at it. 

When the Germans invaded and occupied France, they tried to recruit him as a 
collaborator, offering him all kinds of benefits to join Nazi research teams. Gómez 
Gimeránez not only refused these offers, but also rejected the extraordinary pres-
sures which were placed on him. He received help from the Cuban embassy and 
escaped to Havana. There he was given the opportunity to create an institute for 
cardiovascular research, while he validated his certificate of medicine from France. 
That is how he started to practice his profession and to carry out scientific research.  

It is worth mentioning that in the United States many important figures admired 
him, such as Albert Einstein, who considered him for a position in the Institute of 
Advanced Studies in Princeton University, New Jersey.

Truth be told, the creation of the Research Institute of Cuba confronted many 
problems. Envy and mediocrity opposed it, and after many years, when it was fi-
nally a reality, the barbarians of the so-called revolution arrived and tried to impris-
on the greatest Cuban scientist of the 20th century. But Gómez Gimeránez made 
it to New York, where he had several pending offers from universities. He had also 
received invitations from other universities in the Unites States as well as Europe, 
all related to the research of his theories, which were already known through the 
books he had written. 

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
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However, Domingo Gómez Gimeránez was, above all, a patriot, with a newly ob-
tained professorship at New York University in January 1959. Under his direction, 
physicians of different countries, including the Unites States, studied his doctrines 
related to the cardiovascular and physiologic fields.

By then, my brother Frank, an electrical engineer, was a friend of Gómez 
Gimeránez’, and as soon as we arrived in New York Frank contacted him and 
asked me to invite him to join our efforts in organizing The White Rose and com-
bating the new Castroist tyranny. I must admit having had doubts about whether 
that prestigious wise man would risk his position, his tranquility and his life to join 
The White Rose. Nevertheless, when I went to see him, he embraced me and said:  
“Castro and his thugs are going to completely destroy Cuba; they are already mur-
dering and plundering. When our country is suffering we cannot just sit back. We 
have to try and do something right now, because tomorrow will be too late. You 
can count on me.” I asked him to lead The White Rose, adding that I was aware 
of the great risk for him that decision implied. He smiled and said: “I love Cuba 
deeply; forget about the risks.” He was with us from that moment, with great mod-
esty but extraordinary determination and strength. He went to all our meetings in 
“The Catacombs.”

Gómez Gimeránez had to teach regularly, so we had to ask some of our men to 
voluntarily accompany him, due to the constant aggressions we faced from Cas-
troists in New York. 

We organized a press conference, with Gómez Gimeránez as our president; we 
made it clear we would not accept the decisions that had been announced about 
appointing a known Cuban diplomat in Santo Domingo as the president of a 
provisional government of Cuba. The White Rose publicly designated Gómez 
Gimeránez as Provisional President of Cuba.

Even with all his glories, degrees, books and lectures, I believe that this was Gómez 
Gimeránez’ most glorious moment.
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Years later, when I spoke at his funeral in New York, I said, among other things: “If 
he would not have been an exile engaged in the struggle for freedom in Cuba, Gó-
mez Gimeránez would have received the Nobel Prize in Medicine.” When the cer-
emony was over, a distinguished-looking, white-haired man came up to me and 
said: “I am Severo Ochoa, I have worked with Gómez Gimeránez and know his 
scientific work. You are right, he should have received the Nobel Prize before me.”

Cuba must never forget Gómez Gimeránez, and I am certain it will not.

On January 28, 1960, we convened a public demonstration where The White 
Rose would place a floral offering next to the monument of the Apostle Jose Martí, 
located on the south side of Central Park. We obtained the necessary permits for 
the event. 

That day, in the morning, approximately a hundred twenty members of The White 
Rose marched to the Martí statue with our offering. As we neared the statue we 
saw around 350 or 400 Castroists waiting for us. I soon realized that many of them 
were armed with baseball bats and thought it was interesting to see that the police 
were allowing it. Physical aggressions against us soon started taking place, but we 
insisted on reaching the statue and placing our offering there.

Various police officers approached me and asked me to accompany them to the 
police station to file charges, so the aggressors could be prosecuted. I said I had no 
problem in doing so, but that my brothers Frank and Waldo would go with me. 
The police first said no; I needed to go alone. But upon my insisting, they accept-
ed, and into the police vehicle, together with my brothers and me, went George 
Fernández, Juan González and Jose Maceo. 

We were taken to a police station, where the policemen present offered us cof-
fee and kindly asked us to sit down and wait. A few minutes later, Fidel Castro’s 
Consul General in New York, accompanied by the New York City Police Com-
missioner, walked in the room where we were and walked into the personal office 
of the chief of the police station.
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After what seemed like hours, the Consul and the Commissioner came out of the 
chief of police’s office, and before leaving the room,  the Commissioner loudly 
yelled to the police officers who were there: “Book them!” George Fernández, 
who spoke English well and had lived in the United Sates for years, said to me: 
“Rafael, we’re going to jail.” I told him he was wrong, using words that cannot be 
repeated here. 

Sure enough, at that moment, in an aggressive and rude manner, the same officers 
who had been kind to us, threw us up against the wall, searched us, handcuffed us, 
and took us to jail. 

After hours of being held with dozens of common criminals, I was lucky enough 
to be able to ask a police officer who walked by our cell to please call the home of 
Congressman Victor Anfuso at a phone number I knew by heart and recited to the 
officer. I told the police officer that if Anfuso’s wife Frances answered the phone, to 
please ask her to inform her husband that Rafael was in jail. 

Fortunately, the police officer made the phone call. A few hours later, late at night, 
the six of us were taken before a judge. We were told we would be sentenced to a 
minimum of six years. Among the charges facing us were “aggravated battery against 
law enforcement officers” and “battery against protesters.” I asked if I had the right 
to a lawyer. The answer was yes, but that then I would have to be in jail for months 
while I waited for my trial and I would then be sentenced to twelve years, not six. 

At that moment, Victor Anfuso Jr. came into the courtroom. He was also a law-
yer, like his father the Congressman, who had not been at home when Frances 
received the call from the policeman, but she had been able to contact her son. The 
young Anfuso immediately asked the judge for a “continuance” and made himself 
personally responsible of our physical presence in the trial. That is how we were 
able to get out of there. 

That night we had organized a meeting commemorating the first anniversary 
of the founding of The White Rose, at the Belmont Plaza hotel. Around three 
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hundred members of our organization attended in spite of the larger number of 
Castroists who were demonstrating outside the hotel and had attacked many of 
the people who had gone to our event. Coincidentally, that night, a high-school 
“prom” dance for a New York school was also being held at the hotel, and a young 
student who was accompanied by his girlfriend, and who had a white flower in his 
lapel, received multiple injuries to his head from the pro-Castro demonstrators. 

We arrived around midnight to the event we had organized at the Belmont Plaza. 
I explained the essence of the philosophy and doctrine of The White Rose that 
night, which is at the very root of our name. “We have decided,” I said in those 
moments of horror and mourning, “when the darkness of the anti-Cuba has taken 
over our country, to rescue the doctrine of our apostle José Martí from the depths 
of studies, libraries, meditations and speculations, and apply it to our own lives. We 
have decided to extract his simple yet beautiful and profound verses from poetic 
anthologies and intellectual reflections and make them our compass, our emblem 
and our flag. That is why The White Rose is called The White Rose, because we 
want to confront the darkness of hate and envy with the light of love and patrio-
tism. It was not a coincidence that the only nation in the world whose main leader 
called for war with love, is our nation, the Cuban nation. Let us honor Martí by 
putting his doctrine into practice. Martí’s secular gospel and mandate of light in 
this moment of extreme darkness:

I cultivate a white rose 

In June as in January,

for the true friend

who offers me his hand of loyalty.

And for the cruelty which tears out 

the heart by which I live,

thistle nor thorn do I cultivate,

 I cultivate The White Rose.

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

“We Cubans,” I continued in that public meeting on January 28, 1960, “cannot 
live our lives killing one another. In the free Cuba for which we fight and will al-
ways fight, we must establish a legitimate Rule of Law and justice, and not be gov-
erned by vengeance and the lowest of passions. We must run away from those 
who preach the barbaric gospel of hate. There are two dimensions of forgiveness, 
institutional forgiveness, which must be the province for legislators; and the per-
sonal one, which is the privilege, or not, of every human being, to follow the most 
profound commands of their heart.” And I ended by saying: “Our country requires 
and will continue to require a great dose of love and forgiveness.” 

At that moment, Juana Gros de Olea, a relative of mine, stood up. Just a year before, 
three of her four sons, who were police officers, had been executed without trial in 
Santiago de Cuba. I honestly thought that “Chicha,” as we called her, would abso-
lutely destroy my theory of love for Cuba, but I will never forget her words as she 
wept: “Yes, Rafael, you’re right. We have to learn to love each other. I don’t want any 
other Cuban mother to have to live one single day with the suffering I will have to 
endure for the rest of my days.”

During those months, The White Rose was forced to register as a “foreign agent” 
by the Department of Justice of The United States. When I asked who we were 
supposed to say we were agents for in the registry papers, they told us to write that 
we were agents of The White Rose of Cuba. No other Cuban exile organization 
has ever been required to register as a foreign agent by the American government. 

Months later, in mid 1960, when it was already too late, the United States stopped 
supporting Fidel Castro. In The White Rose, we immediately felt the difference 
caused by the change of policy in Washington. The prosecutor’s office in New 
York informed Victor Anfuso that they had filed charges against an equal number 
of Castroists, six, (with identical charges to ours), and that the twelve cases were 
being dropped. 

When the first Cuban leaders supported politically and financially by the United 
States started arriving into exile, Victor Anfuso asked me to help unite them, since 
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he was certain I was not fighting to gain prominence but to serve my country. Fol-
lowing his advice, I moved to Fort Lauderdale, Florida with my family. It was there 
that I founded The White Rose radio program, on August 6, 1960, on WMIE 
in Miami, located at Northwest 36th Street and 14th Avenue. In October of the 
same year, I also started a program called “Noticiero Independiente,”  at 11:00 PM 
together with my friends the Cuban patriots Ramón Jiménez Maceda and Luis 
González Lalondrí.

The Cuban people will never be able to sufficiently thank U.S. Congressman Vic-
tor L. Anfuso for his work in favor of Cuba’s freedom. When former President Car-
los Prío arrived in exile, I had the honor of introducing him to Anfuso, and at the 
Congressional Hotel in Washington Anfuso gathered the most important exile 
leaders of those early days of the struggle to liberate our country. Among Anfuso’s 
many acts of solidarity and support was the introduction of a Resolution in Con-
gress asking the United States to recognize a Cuban government in exile, with the 
belief that Prío could preside it. 

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

Moments before a press conference 
outside the Congressional Hotel

 in Washington, 1960, with my friend 
Congressman Víctor L. Anfuso.
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Domingo Gómez Gimeránez, first 
president of The White Rose, speaking 

during one of our meetings in “The 
Catacombs.” New York, 1960. 

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

Fraternidad, with the headline “Nei-
ther Batista nor Fidel”, published by The 

White Rose, was the first newspaper 
opposing Castro’s tyranny. It was first 

published in April 1959.
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“Permission” to travel from New York 
to Washington for a few days, given 
by the United States Department of 

Justice, 1959.

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

The White Rose registration 
documents as a “foreign agent” in the 

United States. No other Cuban exile 
organization in history was forced 

to register. 
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During one of our meetings led by 
Gómez Gimeránez in “The Catacombs” 

in New York, 1960.

Entering the police vehicle in New 
York, supposedly to sign the papers to 

file  charges against the Castroists 
who had attacked us, January 28, 1960. 

Castroists stealing the floral offering 
that we had placed next to José Martí’s 

monument in Central Park, New York, 
January 28, 1960.

The Creation Of The “White Rose.” Its First Years And Its First President, go 
Gómez Gimeránez

Cuban press reports 
on the destruction 

of our floral 
offering as reported 

in Havana.  
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Víctor Anfuso introduced me to 
Vice-President Lyndon Johnson in 1962.

Receipt for legal fees paid for the 
defense of the members of The White 

Rose arrested January 28, 1960.
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The Veto Against Our  
Participation In The Bay  
Of Pigs Invasion

After U.S. policy turned against Fidel Castro in 1960, Washington started 
training a group of Cuban refugees to invade Cuba and overthrow Cas-
tro. A coalition of Cuban organizations was formed under the name 

“Democratic Revolutionary Front” and hundreds of brave Cuban patriots were 
trained in Central America for the invasion. Later, other Cuban refugee organiza-
tions supported by the United States were drawn together and formed the Cuban 
Revolutionary Council. José Miró Cardona, a prestigious Cuban jurist, was ap-
pointed its president. 

On several occasions I tried to join the force that was being prepared to liberate 
Cuba. I had many personal conversations with Miró Cardona, obtaining each 
time nothing more than silence as a response. The veto came from American au-
thorities, Congressman Anfuso personally explained to me. 

Various members of The White Rose were informed that “their lives would not be 
guaranteed in the training camps”, such as my dear friend Orestes Fernández Font, 
who heard those words from the military chief of the recruitment office of the 
“Front” in New York, Lieutenant Rodríguez, who, years before had been an assis-
tant to Aureliano Sánchez Arango during the government of President Carlos Prío.

As Cuban historian Enrique Ros explained in his book “Girón, The True Story”, 
as ordered by Washington, the military Chiefs of Staff of the invasion  focused to 
a great extent on  “preventing people who could be considered supporters of Ba-
tista from forming part of the liberation forces”. Despite Washington’s veto, certain 
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members of The White Rose were able to join the ranks of the invasion force, but 
those of us who were its leaders were denied entry. 

Aiming to clarify the truth for posterity, and perceiving the imminence of the inva-
sion, I prepared a motion and traveled to New York to ask for its approval by the 
Executive Committee of The White Rose. 

The motion received unanimous support from my colleagues and was sent im-
mediately to Miró Cardona, President of the Revolutionary Council, with the fol-
lowing letter:

New York, March 28, 1961

Mr. José Miró Cardona

President of the Revolutionary Council

Compatriot: 

I fulfill my duty of forwarding the document that, on this date, has been 
approved during an extraordinary session of The White Rose.

I hope that the passions from the heat of the Cuban tragedy, which have 
on occasions hindered necessary objective reasoning for the benefit of our 
homeland, will not represent an obstacle for a serene consideration to the 
pronouncements stated in this document addressed to you. 

Awaiting  your response, I send you kind regards,

Domingo Gómez Gimeránez

President of The White Rose

The Veto Against Our Participation In The Bay Of Pigs Invasion

The fundamental part of our motion read as follows:

“Today, before the reality of a Revolutionary Council that claims to be the nucleus 
of a government of an Armed Republic, with the appropriate resources and rec-
ognitions for  a war of liberation, The White Rose has the duty to declare that it 
condemns the unilateral and exclusionary procedures used to create such an or-
ganization, as well as many of the principles and ideas it supports, and which are 
against the 1940 Constitution and the dreams of equality and fraternity of the 
Cuban nation. However, The White Rose declares that in these painful moments, 
there is no higher duty or more urgent and sacred responsibility for all Cubans 
than fighting for the liberation of our enslaved country and that until we expel the 
forces of brutality, we must put aside ambitions, passions, struggles and any other 
considerations that hinder our process of liberation.

The White Rose is willing to offer various squads of Cubans, currently in exile, 
who are physically apt and ready, including Pedro Peña Góngora, José Hipsan 
Lara, Rafael Díaz-Balart, and George Fernández, to enter, without delay, the train-
ing camps, all of us as simple soldiers, in a disciplined manner. This offer also in-
cludes the contribution of our best clandestine cadres inside Cuba.

The objective of  The White Rose in adopting this attitude is to contribute to a 
greater coordination, effectiveness and urgency of the national liberation, since we 
have affirmed that to fight and die for our homeland, there is no need to ask for 
anyone’s permission, and we will act in consequence at all times.” 

Days passed without an answer from the  Revolutionary Council, which did not 
even have the courtesy to inform us of the receipt of our motion, so the executive 
cell agreed, for the historical record, to publish the motion in the press. Extra-offi-
cially, I also learned that the offer of The White Rose was vetoed. 

Our motion was published in “El Diario de Nueva York,” on April 2, 1961, as well 
as in Miami’s “Diario Las Américas.”  
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Professional Activities And My 
Move To Europe 

In Fort Lauderdale I had the pleasure of renewing a close friendship with Manuel 
García Ruiz, an old Cuban friend, and through him I got to know former Cu-
ban Senator Jorge Barroso. Barroso was an important landowner in Cuba be-

fore Castro took power and was an expert in commodity futures, specifically related 
to sugar. It was a somewhat technical business, but Barroso, as well as García Ruiz, 
knew a great deal about it. They invited me to join them in the sugar futures market.

I invested a small amount of money and we worked for over a year in that market 
expecting that sugar prices would rise, while most experts had concluded the con-
trary would occur. This business with Barroso and García Ruiz allowed me to earn 
enough money to move to Spain with my family in 1963, where I registered at the 
Universidad Complutense de Madrid (the Central University of Madrid), and ob-
tained a doctorate in law. My dissertation, “Agrarian Law and Agrarian Politics; the 
fear of reform in Iberoamerica” was published and prized by the Institute of His-
panic Culture in Spain. I later registered in a special course in Comparative law that 
included studies in three universities: Liѐge in Belgium, Strasbourg in France and 
Coimbra in Portugal. In Coimbra, one of my professors was  Marcelo Caetano, 
who years later would be the successor to Antonio de Oliveira Salazar in Portugal. 
I obtained degrees in comparative law from those three universities. 

I moved to Europe largely because, after the October 1962 missile crisis and the 
agreement between the United States and the Soviet Union which committed the 
United States to protect Fidel Castro’s regime in exchange for the Soviet promise 
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to not introduce nuclear weapons into Cuba, it seemed logical to me to prepare 
myself for what would obviously be a very long exile. I was always encouraged by 
the idea of being ready, as much as possible, to eventually be useful in the process 
of the democratic reconstruction of my country, from which I have been forced to 
be separated, although it has always remained deeply in my heart. 

With a doctorate in law, I opened an office in Madrid, and my professional activi-
ties included travels throughout a large part of the world. 

In Spain , I divorced Hilda Caballero Brunét, who was my wife for over 25 years 
and the mother of my children. She was an exceptional woman, who, due to her 
devotion to Cuba, was always very important in the education of our four chil-
dren and to the attachment they all feel for Cuba. I eventually married Mercedes 
Romay Becarría, Chelas, with whom I have had a happy marriage for more than 
25 years. Chelas is part of a wonderful family that is one of the most important 
families in Galicia. At the time of our marriage, she was a widow with five children, 
three girls and two boys; to this day I consider them all like my own children.  

After obtaining my doctorate in law, my professional activities led me to travel a 
large part of the world. 

Professional Activities And My Move To Europe

Two great Cubans and dear friends, 
Joaquín Martínez Sáenz, former 

President of the Central Bank of Cuba, 
and Gastón Baquero, one of the 

greatest writers in Cuban history, 
during the In Spain, Thinking of Cuba 

event,  Madrid, 1965.
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During an interview in my house in 
Madrid, 1965. You can just barely make 

out my son Mario to the left. 
José is to the right. 

Professional Activities And My Move To Europe

After obtaining my doctorate in law, 
my professional activities led me to 

travel a large part of the world. 
This picture is of my visit with 

President Fernando Belaúnde Terry 
(to the right) in Lima, Peru, 1967.
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As a student at the University 
of Havana, I presided the Committee for 

Democracy in the Dominican Republic 
that was part of the Cuban University 
Federation, to fight against Trujillo’s 

tyranny. One of my best friends was 
(and still is) Ángel Miolán, one of 

the founders of the Dominican 
Revolutionary Party in the forties 

during his exile in Cuba. This picture 
was taken in 1968 during one of his 

visits to Spain while he was Secretary 
of Tourism of his country.  

Professional Activities And My Move To Europe

Working in my office in Madrid, 1974.
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Costa Rican Diplomat 

 

When Joaquín Trejos was elected president of Costa Rica in 1966, his 
friend, former President  Rafael Ángel Calderón Guardia, who was 
also a good friend of mine, managed to have me appointed agricul-

tural attaché of the Costa Rican embassy in Spain. For the first time in exile, I had 
passports for my family and myself, as a diplomat for the small yet great Central 
American nation. 

Through the years I held various diplomatic positions for Costa Rica, including 
Consul General in Sao Paulo, Brazil; attaché in the embassy in Venezuela; and 
Minister-Counselor and Chargé D’Affaires in Paraguay, where I had the opportu-
nity to improve relations between Costa Rica and Paraguay.

When José “Pepe” Figueres was elected president of Costa Rica in 1970, I con-
tacted him when he made a visit to Madrid in order to present to him my resigna-
tion from the diplomatic position I held. “Don Pepe” was the opposition leader to 
Calderón Guardia, my great friend, and he was also an enemy of former President 
Batista. But one of Figueres’s greatest friends was Alberto Inocente Álvarez, one 
of the most brilliant Cubans of the “Generation of 1930,” former Foreign Affairs 
Minister and former Ambassador to the United Nations, as well as one of the 
founders of the Auténtico Party, so we had always been active members of oppos-
ing political parties. Inocente Álvarez was large hearted enough to recommend me 
to President-elect Figueres, who told me: “I ask you to please continue being a dip-
lomat for Costa Rica.” I replied that it would be an honor for me, and that I would 
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always be very grateful, although he had to know that I would always maintain my 
friendships with former Presidents Calderón Guardia and Batista. Figueres replied 
that loyalty to friends was one of the characteristics he admired most in a person. 
That was the beginning of a very respectful friendship with Pepe Figueres, one of 
the greatest statesmen in Latin American history.

When Figueres completed his term, Daniel Odubér was elected president of the 
exemplary Central American nation in 1974 and he also retained me in my diplo-
matic position. The same thing occurred during the next term with President Ro-
drigo Carazo and years later with President Rafael Ángel Calderón Fournier, son 
of Calderón Guardia, who also appointed me as one of his presidential advisors. 
During the governments of Figueres and Odubér, who was one of the most brilliant 
jurists in Latin America, Gonzalo Facio was Minister of Foreign Affairs. I had the 
honor of cultivating a true friendship with him, and it was he who asked me, on be-
half of Figueres, to accept the position of Minister-Counselor and Chargé D’Affaires 
of Costa Rica in Paraguay, where I was able to significantly alleviate the diplomatic 
tension that had existed between the two countries. When Calderón Fournier 
ended his presidency in 1994, he became the head of the opposition to the newly 
elected government of José Figueres Jr. I then resigned my diplomatic position in 
Costa Rica, where I had received so many demonstrations of solidarity and kindness 
from different parties and political leaders. From my Costa Rican friends I learned 
a great deal about tolerance and prudence: two essential elements of democracy. 

Costa Rican Diplomat 

During a visit by Costa Rican President 
Pepe Figueres (third from the left)
to Madrid in 1972. I was at the time 

an Attaché in the Embassy of Costa Rica 
in Spain. 

Miami, 2003. 
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With Lincoln, José, Rafael 
and Mario, Miami, 2003

The ideas of  
     The White Rose 
                

a blueprint for the 
reconstruction of Cuba
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Ideas For The Political Program 
Of The White Rose

Introduction
A political program is always an expression of an understanding of man and so-
ciety, the understanding of a specific man within a society in a specific period of 
history. It is an ideological comprehension expressed in a political will to carry out 
certain principles.

It ought to be the general outline of what needs to be done for the further develop-
ment of society, starting from what that society actually is and what has to be done 
to achieve sought for progress. In societies that have attained stability, specifica-
tions for short-term goals are added to a general strategic outline. In our case, many 
of these precisions will have to wait until the future is clearer.  

A political program is not, as Castroists believe, an arbitrary social engineering 
project, but rather the basic instructions for the path that should be taken by a 
society, with all its complexity and contradictions, all its different and opposing 
interests, taking into account men the way they are. The White Rose is founded 
on the pillars of Jose Martí’s precious conception: “with all and for the good of all.”
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Our Ideas

A Project Of Love Within The 
Rule Of Law 

Under the current conditions of Cuban society and those that we will 
probably face in the  near future, the tasks to be accomplished in the in-
evitable moment of change during the transition from totalitarianism to 

democracy, from a centralized to a market economy, from Castroist slavery to free-
dom and the Rule of Law, will not only be extraordinary but extremely difficult. 

The Castroist demolition of the country, of its cultural and moral fiber, has been 
enormous. Economic, sociological, and spiritual damage has been immense. This 
is why the parallel work of reconstruction and transition to a new society has to 
be carried out tactfully and wisely, but most importantly with deep love for Cuba 
and its people. The reconstruction of our country will be a labor of love, or it will 
not be. It must be accomplished within the strict framework of the Rule of Law, 
with the clear goal of permanently eradicating hatred among Cubans. The objec-
tive cannot be anything other than the happiness of our people, and our support 
structure for this sacred task will be the remaining cultural and moral reserves that 
have not succumbed to the national disaster. And we cannot fail. We must mobi-
lize those reserves and make faith and optimism reappear in our people, who are, 
today, deeply hurt and skeptical. 

 We must make the social division and hatred imbued by Castroism gradually dis-
appear as we create a society where all Cubans can co-exist as members of a sole 
and vital nation, within the normal and desirable differences of pluralism. This is 
our goal for our entire people, those within the ruined and embittered island, and 
those in exile, many of them successful, but equally embittered. A single country. 
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Just as Cubans inside the island should not see those who return from exile as con-
querors, those from abroad should not view those inside as collaborationists. We 
have all been victims and together we will rebuild our future. That is how we will 
succeed. The criminals, who are the exception confirming the rule, will be judged 
by history, as well as under a strict Rule of Law. 

This political program does not pretend to foresee all the details of the needed 
change. As a blueprint for change, it will have to be enriched and modified along 
the way, following the light of our ideals in our eyes and with great political sen-
sitivity in our ears. On the other hand, change and liberation seem imminent if 
we look at the subsoil wherein lie the roots of our nation. We work for liberation, 
along with many others inside and outside of the country, even if we cannot yet 
picture its exact scenario. But change is near, events may come abruptly, and we 
must not let them take us by surprise and overwhelm us. 

In all these years that we have worked for freedom, we have prepared a program 
of ideas and suggestions for the new generations of Cubans. The Second Republic 
must be founded on institutions and not on individuals.

We have taken into account the positive as well as the negative aspects of expe-
riences in Central and Eastern European countries. And most importantly, the 
ethical-political thought of José Martí, that has been perversely manipulated, 
throughout the history of the Republic, and especially affronted during Castro’s 
tyranny. We believe that the universality as well as the lovingly Cuban nature of 
Martí’s thought constitutes our nation’s most valuable treasure. In line with his 
ideas, we believe that “the government should emerge from the nation; it should 
be nothing more than the balance (the equilibrium) among the natural elements 
of the country.”

Finally, we would like to state that during our more than fifty years of existence, 
we have not received any kind of aid, from any government or foreign agency -al-
though we do not express ourselves against anybody because of this matter. We 
would like to stress that we have commitments to no one, except the Cuban people.  

Neither Protagonism Nor Proselytism

The White Rose does not seek any kind of protagonism, nor do we proselytize 
from exile, since we believe that in exile our main functions are to maintain op-
position to the tyranny, to promote the debate of ideas and to deepen studies to 
allow us a greater understanding of our nation, in order to benefit from the positive 
aspects of our history and avoid its mistakes in the future Second Republic. 

The Balance Of The First Republic

The White Rose vindicates the positive balance of the first Cuban Republic 
(1902-1958), despite its mistakes and flaws, and maintains the conviction that 
after the dark and anti-historic parenthesis of the past more than five decades, the 
resurrection and reconstruction of the nation, to which we will contribute with 
hope and perseverance, will be possible in the Second Republic.   

The false Castroist version of the first Cuban Republic (1902-1958) - unfortu-
nately accepted and promoted by many in the Western world and in many cases 
perversely influenced by economic interests - has repeatedly insisted on the idea 
that Cuba was a country haunted by  misery, illiteracy, prostitution, social inequal-
ity and the  imperialist dominance of the United States over its economy and poli-
tics. This is an enormous, Goebbelian-like lie, ceaselessly repeated, that has been 
accepted as truth in many political and intellectual circles. The reality of Cuba was 
very different, even while acknowledging its stains, especially in order to not repeat 
them in the future. As Martí, our apostle, taught us: “Everything, even the sun, has 
stains; the grateful see the light, the ungrateful only the stains.”

In this sense, the great Jewish-Spanish  philosopher  Rabbi Moisés Ben Maimón, 
better known as  “Maimónides” ( 1135- 1204), who inspired many of the studies 
of Thomas Aquinas, a man inserted in the tradition of the Judeo-Christian culture, 
which is our culture,  bequeathed us the following maxim, which should not be 
forgotten:  
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“In the world there are no perfect men or women, all humans are composed of mer-
its and sins. Likewise, there can be no perfect or infallible states or governments. The 
means to identify perversity and justice is the same in the individual and in the com-
munity. He is called just who possesses more merits than sins, and in the perverse, the 
terms are inverted. The same occurs in the state and government. If in the conduct of 
its members merits exceed sins, justice reigns in that state or government, and if sins 
exceed merits, there reigns corruption.” (From Mishneh-Torah, Contrition Section)

Following this path and bearing in mind the historical context and the reality of 
the country, when we analyze the nation’s achievements in the 56 short years of 
independence before Castro took power, we find a vibrant and thriving society, 
more advanced than even many industrialized countries and clearly ahead of Latin 
America. This is especially true when we take into account the characteristics and 
circumstances of our starting point as an independent nation. 

Contrasting the credible information of the United Nations and the World 
Bank would be sufficient to prove this. Why, then, have Castro and his scribes 
abroad insisted on demolishing the truth? Because they needed to slander the 
Cuban nation, the Republic, to make everyone believe that the Republic was so 
abominable that it needed to be destroyed, as it has effectively been destroyed.  

To begin with, Castroism has violated the fundamental freedoms and basic rights 
of the Cuban people, with the false excuses of reaffirming the nation’s sovereignty, 
attaining higher levels of economic development, and implementing social justice. 
But what has truly been accomplished in more than fifty years of Castroism, is 
exactly the opposite. During decades, national sovereignty was pawned as never 
before, to the Soviet Union, now fortunately disintegrated. Castro’s Cuba was a 
spearhead of Soviet aggression, carrying out the dirtiest jobs in mercenary wars 
in Africa and Latin America, or endangering the very existence of the nation and 
humanity during the missile crisis of 1962.  

With regard to social justice, the Constitution of 1940 was a model of social eq-
uity, and even if there were less favored sectors - especially in rural areas - there 

was a growing middle class, and workers had powerful unions with advanced labor 
legislation that protected them. This middle class, that helped Castro take power, 
was literally swept away during the first years of the tyranny that called itself the 
“revolution,” by way of the absolute nationalization of the economy. The same thing 
happened with the unions that, after defending the interests of workers for decades 
before Castro, became mere “transmission belts” of the totalitarian party-state. 

With regard to social development, Castro presents himself as the embodiment 
of “achievements” regarding education and public health. But a quick comparative 
look at what Cuba was during the Republic and what it is today, proves this to be 
a lie. Castro brags about Cuba occupying the first place regarding infant mortality 
in Latin America, which is true. But it is also true that it held the same position 
in 1957, when it also occupied the 13th place in the entire world, above France, 
Belgium, West Germany, Israel, Japan, Italy, Spain and Portugal; today it occupies 
number 24. Furthermore, if we study the correct statistics, we see that today Cuba 
is among the countries with the highest rate of abortions in the world, which nec-
essarily affects the infant mortality numbers. In 1957, Cuba had the third highest 
number of physicians and dentists per inhabitant (128/100,000) in Latin Ameri-
ca, above the United Kingdom and Finland. 

Before Castro, Cuba held the fourth place in literacy in Latin America, with 76%. 
Today this percentage has risen to 90%. However,  there are  seven countries in 
the region that exceed this number, with freedom, without having experienced the 
social trauma and the repression Cuba has gone through, which makes us certain 
that Cuba could have achieved progress with democracy. 

With regard to other economic indicators, Cuba under Castro’s regime has de-
scended from fourth to one of the last places in per capita calorie consumption. 
The same can be said regarding telephones, automobiles, refrigerators and televi-
sions, in which Cuba was not only one of the first in the region but in the world. 
Likewise, the production of sugar, coffee, meat, rice, etc., is today at the level it was 
at the beginning of the twentieth century, due to the amazing inefficiency of com-
munism and Castro. And all this happened even though Cuba received, until the 
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USSR fell, five times the resources Western Europe received from the Marshall 
Plan following the devastation of the Second World War. 

It is true that Cuba did not have a perfect society before Castro. Aside from the 
fact that there is always room for improvement in human matters, what country 
has achieved perfection in only 56 years of independence? There were problems, 
varied and complex, and Cuba was facing them with growing success. Today it has 
become a hell, where ineptness and endless destruction reign. We vindicate the 
good that Cubans achieved during the Republic, but at the same time we reject 
and keep in mind the Republic’s mistakes. We vindicate its positive balance (Mai-
monides). We have lost a great deal in the destruction carried out by Castroism; 
its balance is terribly negative (Maimonides). Putting an end to this destruction is 
a sacred duty that will lead to national reconstruction. Cuba will emerge, like the 
phoenix, from its own ashes. 

Our proposals for a political project

Immediately after the liberation, a time that is often referred to as the transition pe-
riod, the provisional government that will be established will have to accomplish, 
without fail, the following conditions: 

1. Amnesty for all political prisoners and prisoners of conscience, the legaliza-
tion of all political parties, labor unions and the press, and freedom of travel 
and movement. 

2. Dissolution of all the repressive and paramilitary organs of the dictatorship 
and the establishment of norms of conduct that will lead to and guarantee the 
professionalism, dignity and political neutrality of the armed forces. 

3. The Calling of elections, within a reasonable period of time, for a Constituent 
Congress that will have, apart from the responsibility of writing a new con-
stitution, the legislative power and the power of oversight over the executive 

authority. Subsequently, it shall call for general elections, from Municipal to 
Presidential, including for a new Congress.

The electoral tribunal that is constituted must guarantee the fairness and trans-
parency of electoral processes, including equal distribution of radio and television 
time slots, as well as press access for all participants in the electoral process. Like-
wise, the electoral tribunal should ensure public access to information regarding 
all contributions received by the political parties. All such contributions must, in 
any case, be of public knowledge.  

Among the improvements that we propose for the Second Republic, we believe 
that the Constitution should establish a Presidential term of five years, as well as 
the constitutional prohibition of reelection for the President. We also believe that 
the President of the Republic should be not only de jure, but also de facto, the  
“moderating and national solidarity authority,” and because of that, the Constitu-
tion should establish that he/she must resign as a member of any political party or 
political position after being elected and before taking office as President.

We also propose to strengthen the provincial and municipal governments, with 
the aim of a healthy decentralization of power in order to lead to a closer relation-
ship with the citizens.  

Private Property. Economic Policy.  
The Central Bank

For The White Rose, private property is not only an important subject, but a mat-
ter of principle, since it lies at the very foundation required for the reconstruction 
and economic development of our homeland, and it must be addressed with the 
respect which should be accorded to democratic values and freedom itself in a 
new Cuban Republic. History has shown that without full respect for private prop-
erty, there is no freedom, well-being or progress in any society. Taking this as an 
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undeniable principle -and that is how it should be  taken in the Constitution- the 
new Republic must solve the multiple demands which will be made by physical 
and/or legal persons who were affected by the expropriations -thefts- of Castro-
ism. Accordingly, we propose the creation of an office with limited duration, an 
ad hoc entity, that will be in charge of the study and processing, case by case, of 
these complaints. The fair reparation of damaged rights should be sought without 
neglecting the interest of the nation and its citizens, within existing possibilities 
and resources. This may be achieved through the issuing of public bonds or other 
means that the law will determine accordingly.

A) The issue of residential housing.

The White Rose is radically opposed to evictions. The legitimate owners that so 
demonstrate their ownership will be indemnified and the current residents will 
not be evicted. Their status will be respected, this is, their property title or lease-
hold. The tenants will continue to pay their rent until they reach an appraised 
amount to become legitimate owners. A plan of social housing should be imple-
mented as a priority, aiming to provide every Cuban family with decent housing 
that they can own.

B) Industrial properties.

•	 Individuals and/or legal entities that prove ownership of any industry and its 
real estate will have their rights restored, with the responsibility of financing 
the start-up of industrial activity in the restored assets.  

•	 Industries and other production assets or services created during Castro’s 
tyranny that are not or cannot be subject to claims will be transparently 
and gradually privatized once the first elected, legitimate government is 
constituted. This will propel the government’s administration by making 
it more efficient and competitive while providing financial resources that 
will help the state face the great expenses of national reconstruction during 
this first period. 

C) The Second Republic’s tax legislation will be gradual  
       and progressive, and we propose the establishment of the following:  

A contribution to finance the voluntary participation of workers as shareholders 
in companies, in a percentage to be specified, a participation that workers will pay 
for with a portion of their wages. A contribution to finance the creation and main-
tenance of a Bank for the Promotion of  Small and Medium-sized  Companies, 
whose funds will make possible access by the Cuban people to financial resources 
to start small and medium-sized businesses. The White Rose proposes the cre-
ation of  one million of these businesses, which will translate into capitalism for all 
and for the good of all; in other words, a society of proprietors  instead of a society 
of proletarians. Likewise, we propose the creation of  two other banks:  the Bank 
for Agricultural and Industrial Promotion (BANFAIC for its Spanish acronym)  
and the Bank for Economic and Social Development  (BANDES). Within the 
gradual and progressive tax system, incentives will be given to individuals and/or  
legal entities that contribute  to the two above-mentioned income sources for the 
state in the new Republic.  

A third contribution would be directed toward the creation of a Social Security 
Fund that would guarantee pensions and social benefits. This would not affect other 
initiatives that persons or private institutions may wish to undertake in this regard. 

D) Economic Policy. The Central Bank. Monetary Agreement.  
       The Cuba-United States Special Relationship.

The objectives of the economic and fiscal policy of The White Rose for the Sec-
ond Republic of Cuba with the Rule of Law will be oriented toward achieving a 
macro-economic balance to maintain, simultaneously, price level  stability, a high 
employment rate equivalent to full employment,  continuous and satisfactory 
growth of the national economy and equilibrium in the balance of payments. This 
means the creation of a prosperous society with opportunities for all Cubans. 
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At the same time, The White Rose supports the strengthening and defense of our 
national currency through the Central Bank, which should be recreated in the new 
Constitution as an independent institution from the government, even though it 
should support the general economic policy of the executive; support that should 
be subordinated to the function of the Bank, which is none other than the defense 
of the currency, the incentive for economic growth and the maintenance of price 
level stability in order to fight any inflationary tendency. 

At the beginning of the Second Republic, a Monetary Agreement should be cre-
ated to support and consolidate the Cuban Peso, which currently has no value. 

The Special Cuba-Usa Relationship

One of the most important objectives of the Second Republic should be the es-
tablishment of a “special relationship” with the United States, similar to the one 
existing between the Unites States and Israel, or between the United States and 
the United Kingdom. The experience with our history and geography has taught 
us that the United States Congress has been a great ally of the Cuban people, ever 
since it passed, in 1898, the Joint Resolution emphasizing that “Cuba is and of 
right ought to be free and independent.” 

The U.S. Congress, which is the direct representation of the noble American people, 
in that moment, as in others, helped in the achievement of our independence even 
though powerful annexationist interests seeking to take over Cuba were in existence. 

On the other hand, we should not forget, to avoid similar evils, that during all our 
Republican history (1902-1958) lobbyists and other interests of the American 
economic power were constantly interfering with internal affairs of our homeland, 
disrupting the performance of our governments whenever they affected the inter-
ests of their economic sectors. (See the work of Bolivian economist Julio Alvarado 
who collaborated with the Republic as well as with the communist dictatorship, 
The Cuban Adventure).

The White Rose proposes the establishment of a special relation between our na-
tion and the United States that would be close and fluid, based on institutions, 
mainly the Congresses of each country and their Chiefs of State.

Likewise, once Cuba is free, we propose that the Guantanamo Naval Base should 
immediately be returned to Cuba.

Agricultural Policy

To express in a very succinct manner the main ideas of The White Rose regarding ag-
ricultural policy in free Cuba, we will rely on the proposals made by Rafael Diaz-Balart 
in his book “Agrarian Law and Agrarian Policy,”  his award-winning doctoral thesis 
presented at the Complutense University of Madrid, and published by the Institute 
of Hispanic Culture (known today as the Institute of Iberoamerican Cooperation). 

1. Presence and direct cultivation by the owner -as far as possible-, with  empha-
sis on the social function of property.  

2. Eradication of unnecessary and unproductive large land ownership, which in 
Cuba today belongs to the state, and the fusion of inefficient smallholdings or 
parcel concentration, as well as the stimulation of exemplary development. 

3. Promotion of legally stable and economically robust medium-sized agricul-
tural property. And, in general, enabling as many farmers as possible to be-
come owners of economically viable units.   

4. Facilitate group agriculture, especially cooperative systems without interme-
diaries, unnecessary and unfair burdens, etc.  

5. Systems of agricultural credits in order to facilitate the strengthening and 
technological development of small and medium-sized properties to avoid 
indebtedness of farmers by channeling credits to service cooperatives. 
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6. Promotion of the highest and most stable employment levels, of the improve-
ment of quality of life and an economic physiology of society within a system 
creating profits based on prices and markets, and of the permanence of every 
farmer who works the land without being its owner. In this sense, the wise an-
tecedent of the Cuban Law of Sugar Coordination will be taken into account. 

7. Improvement of the tributary system with the goal of promoting and invigo-
rating the pluralist and institutional structure of rural property. 

8. Appropriately channel and resolve the contradictions between agricultural 
and industrial development, seeking its harmonization.

9. Promote rural technical education, spiritual orientation and a holistic cultural 
formation. Take common urban services, and cultural and recreational ac-
tivities, to the countryside in order to enrich rural life and avoid migration 
to cities. 

10. Professional unionization of farmers and the promulgation of a Law for Co-
operatives, a General Agricultural Law and an Agricultural Code, avoiding, in 
general terms, the depression of the rural sector in every aspect and seeking 
the most equitable distribution of wealth. 

The Defense Of Sovereignty And  
The Sovereignty Of Defense

The White Rose understands that the new Cuba must ensure the defense of its 
sovereignty, while guaranteeing the sovereignty of its defense. For that reason, 
without falling into the military hypertrophy  advocated by the Castroist tyranny 
in its insane policy of international aggression, free Cuba should possess profes-
sional and operative armed forces, technologically advanced, respectful of the 
democratic system, guarantors of our territory’s integrity and specially prepared 

to confront the dangers of international terrorism and drug trafficking. The basis 
of our armed forces should lay in their technological superiority, which in turn 
should be the basis for the cutting-edge technological industrialization that we ad-
vocate (we support tax incentives and multiple kinds of support for the establish-
ment and development of these types of industries,  as well as for the promotion 
and support of technological research and development.)

We also oppose compulsory military service, since we believe that the educa-
tion of our new generations should be a task of family and school, and not one 
for the barracks.  

Citizenship And Discrimination

There can be very few greater dangers to social peace, to the Republic’s stability 
and its progress, than any weakness, as small as it may seem, of the fraternal, solid 
and permanent integration of all elements that have historically formed our na-
tional identity. The White Rose believes that we should feel proud of our mestizo 
(mixed race) culture and nation. 

“Say Cuban and you have said it all,” we were taught by the Apostle of Dos Ríos 
(Martí). The prohibition against discrimination that the 1940 Constitution es-
tablished should be complemented by a positive conception in the Second Re-
public. The new constitution, therefore, must prohibit any kind of discrimination, 
especially due to skin color or ethnic origin, as well as gender, political or religious 
conviction, or any other that could harm the innate dignity of humans. Any type 
of violation of this precept must be severely punished by law. Regarding this aspect 
and with special emphasis, we advocate that the Constitution and the laws favor 
and make effective the true and total equality of women within society. In practice 
and in law. 

In addition, The White Rose believes that all those who were forced by oppression 
to leave the country will be recognized as Cuban citizens, including their descen-
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dants of the first generation who express their will to be Cuban and to be inte-
grated into the nation, following the constitutional tradition of democratic Cuba, 
ever since the pre-Republican Constitution of La Yaya. 

The Lay State

The White Rose favors a lay state for the New Republic, not only because it has 
been the common practice within the Western world to which we belong, but 
because it is what our national history and our reality dictate. To this respect, we 
propose the independence and the most absolute respect for all religions and 
philosophical practices that exist in our country. The Catholic religion, the Afro-
Cuban syncretic religions, as well as other Christian and non-Christian denomi-
nations, form the wide range of beliefs of our people and they must all enjoy the 
same respect and equality within the state. 

In this respect we also refer to fraternal institutions, like the Masons, which have 
had a notable presence in our history and which have even managed  to survive 
with a certain degree of independence within the totalitarian state. 

Education, Health, Social Assistance

Education is the basis for the progress and strength of a healthy and prosperous 
modern society and should defend the values of democracy and freedom, of the 
nation and the family, the most important cell of society. The state must ensure free 
education including high school and must guarantee that no Cuban with ability 
will remain without university or superior education due to a lack of economic 
resources. The functioning of private education must also be guaranteed with the 
mentioned values and in keeping with our best patriotic, civic and ethical tradi-
tions. Research must be promoted at all levels.

Access to hospitals and health care services must be ensured by the state for all 
citizens, without excluding private participation in the delivery of healthcare. The 
Cuban experience of member clinics, that functioned optimally during the First 
Republic, should be rescued. 

Social security must also be a sacred right for every Cuban, guaranteed by the state 
as complementary to the right to work within the philosophy of full employment 
and of all other productive activity. 

The encouragement of sports, healthy entertainment, leisure and culture will be 
enhanced by the state, but in no case will they be tutored as during the  Castroist 
tyranny. In all these spheres of social life the state will favor and contribute to the 
development and action of civil society.  

The White Rose proposes the creation of state entities in charge of the recovery of 
the historical memory and truth, national patrimony protection on the one hand 
and environmental protection on the other, including flora and fauna, as well as 
the restoration from the great ecological damage that the totalitarian dictatorship 
has caused the country. 

The Economic-Social Council

We propose the creation of an economic and social council, an autonomous en-
tity advising the government that would include the participation of union and 
business organizations and other social actors. This council will be the supreme 
organism for achieving consensus for the nation’s economic policies, as well as for 
policies related to the development of productive activities. The aim is to achieve 
the greatest harmony among social actors  in the development and increase of 
small and medium enterprises, in which all Cubans will pursue, as a priority of 
the nation, their personal participation in national assets, whose ideal instrument 
should be the National Stock Market. By doing this, we would be not only pro-
moting popular participation in company management, as opposed to the “gi-
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gantic-ization” which characterizes totalitarian states, but following the precept of 
Martí which states that a society of small proprietors will always be happy and free. 

Final Considerations. Cubanism

The White Rose rejects the euro-centric labels of right and left. We wish to be 
judged by our ideas, our proposals and our behavior. We are not linked to any in-
ternational organizations with foreign ideas, although that does not mean that we 
absolutely reject them as points of reference. Neither communism, nor fascism, 
nor socialism, nor liberalism; our philosophy has its roots in the very core of our 
people, our traditions, our circumstances, our history and the desires, needs, and 
hopes of our homeland, without falling into a senseless chauvinism. It is the phi-
losophy of our national heroes like Félix Varela, José de la Luz y Caballero, Ignacio 
Agramonte, Céspedes, García, Aguilera, Moncada, Maceo, Martí and Masó. This 
philosophy has a name: CUBANISM. 

Political Power And Economic Power

The First Cuban Republic (1902-1958) was born castrated ever since the 1898 
Treaty of Paris  between the United States and Spain, in which Cubans were 
prevented from participating, even as observers. The properties of the pro-inde-
pendence Cuban patriots that were confiscated beginning in 1868 were never 
returned to them or their heirs. For that reason, economic power in the Republic 
remained in the hands of the Spaniards, to which American investors had equal-
ly privileged access, since the Cubans were de-capitalized with the exception of 
those who were autonomists and whose belongings were never confiscated. Pa-
triot Mambíses (freedom fighters), who gave their all during the wars of indepen-
dence, were left penniless. For example, the great General Quintín Banderas, who 
received an offer of employment from the first government of the Republic: to be 
a sweeper of the streets of Havana; the offer was rejected.

Pro-colonial Spaniards who favored the annexation of Cuba by the United States, 
as well as other autonomist sectors, started a sordid campaign against politicians  
and politics, which was the sole means for those who had been pro-independence 
supporters to integrate into the nation for whose liberty they had so fiercely fought. 

It is the desire of The White Rose that the economic power in the New Republic 
will never be able to control, directly or indirectly, the political power, the essential 
instrument of democracy. As is obvious, there cannot be democracy without poli-
tics, nor politics without politicians. Defamatory campaigns against politics and 
politicians tend to have a totalitarian inspiration. 

 Pluralism, Ethical Responsibility And Criminal 

Responsibility

The experiences of the democratic transitions in Spain and in the European  coun-
tries of the old Soviet Bloc have demonstrated that if even communist parties ac-
cept the Rule of Law and pluralism, they can be integrated into new situations of 
liberty in their nations. 

The Cuban communist party has serious political responsibilities because of its 
support, throughout decades, of the hateful tyranny of Castro. Those responsibili-
ties should be judged by the Cuban people at the ballot box. A different thing is the 
criminal responsibility derived from punishable actions committed by certain of 
its members against the dignity and human rights of citizens. That can and should 
be judged by Courts of Justice, but as we have repeatedly stated, it has to be done 
within a strict Rule of Law and with all procedural guarantees of a democracy. 

The White Rose believes that legislators and, if applicable, members of the Con-
stituent Assembly, should guide behavior but never the thought or affiliation of 
citizens. We desire a Cuba without persecutors or persecuted; without winners or 
losers; without vetoes or discrimination, without hatred or resentment. 
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Political Parties And The Generations

As we all know, the presentation of a program to the people, the presentation of 
ideas and projections -proposals, desires and hopes for the achievement of prog-
ress and stability of the nation- is a fundamental function of political parties in any 
democratic system. Aspiring to power through legitimate means, in order to im-
plement those ideas to improve the life of the people, is not only a right but a duty. 
Likewise, the preparation and training of new leaders, to ensure a healthy, periodic 
replacement of leadership within the party, and consequently in the nation, is also 
an essential function of any political party in a democracy. 

What we seek for our Second Republic is a Republic of institutions and not of 
personalities; that is why we have proposed in this program a Presidential term of 
five years and a definitive prohibition of reelection. The history of our nation and 
of Latin America is full of regrettable examples of personalisms with absurd pre-
tensions of eternity. Cemeteries have plenty of “indispensable” people. This should 
not be mistaken with absurd attitudes of vetoes and discrimination due to age, sex, 
race, beliefs and ideas. The nation needs the effort of all its citizens and should take 
advantage of the contributions of all, which should be utilized and complemented 
in different activities and sectors of national life. 

This proposal for a political program is, as is logical, subject to future enrichment 
and precisions, and is open to the observations and suggestions of our supporters 
and members. It will of course need the approval of the National Assembly of the 
party, once freedom reigns in Cuba. 

The structure of the party will be defined in full detail as soon as possible,  adapting  
itself to the laws regulating this field, with the participation  of our members that 
are and will be in Cuba, and who will be in charge of ratifying their representatives 
and its structure. 

Toward Freedom,  
Democracy, Fraternity  

And Progress of  
The Cuban Nation 
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Eulogies to Rafael Diaz-Balart 
From his Sons

May 7, 2005

Rafael Diaz-Balart:
My father taught me the joy of life   
He taught me to learn how to learn 
That you only fear fear itself  
He taught me to have faith, like his, which was deep and abundant.

He and my mother created a very wide framework of limits for the growth and 
development of my siblings and me. That is how we know how to learn, how to 
enjoy and also how to deal with adversity. As I said, limits were wide, but they were 
also well defined and strict. 

He demanded that we be obedient and respectful to my mother. He never allowed 
us to even raise our voice at her. She was always right. 

He demanded that I never raise my hand against my young siblings, against any-
one weaker than me, against anyone at all. But I must confess that poor Lincoln 
took many blows before I learned that lesson. 

He demanded that we respect others as we wish to be respected. He simply 
instilled a concept in us, a word: conduct. And when we were children, my 
parents always talked to us with respect and treated us with the same consid-
eration as adults.
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I remember when I was 10 years old, in 1960, and we were living in Ft. Lauderdale 
-- when racial segregation still reined in the U.S. South -- and I had the idea of retell-
ing my parents a joke I had heard from some friends at school. We were in the car, 
my parents in the front and Lincoln and I sitting in the back. The joke was a mock-
ery of African Americans. My father stopped the car abruptly and turning toward 
me, said emphatically: “I want this to be the last time that I hear a racist word from 
you. I won’t tolerate it!” I never forgot that lesson.

As Pope Benedict XVI has said: “Goodness that lets you get away with everything 
is no good for anyone. Real goodness sometimes implies saying NO.”  

I feel honored to be named Rafael after my father and my grandfather. But since 
a very young age, my father taught me that I was named Rafael to honor Rafael 
Balart, my father’s great uncle, Mambí fighter who died as a captain when he was 
17 years old in the manigua, fighting for Cuba’s liberty.

My son Rafael, who is 24, is honored to be named after his grandfather, his great 
grandfather and Rafael Balart. And I know that he TOO is willing to fight for Cu-
ba’s freedom.

My father’s love penetrated the hearts of those he touched.

There is a popular song that says:  
Loving is heaven and light. 
Loving is complete plenitude. 
Loving is glory and peace 
Loving doesn’t know the end.

His best present to me was teaching me how to love. His legacy is: Deep love and 
respect for others, for family and for Cuba.

José Diaz-Balart:

The Chinese philosopher Mencius said: “With justice at my side, I keep moving 
forward, even against thousands of people.” Mencius didn’t know my father, but he 
defined him with those words. 

Martí said: “Complaining prostitutes character.” My father never, never complained. 
Obviously, Martí never met may father, but with those words, he defined him.  

How could I define my father? A man who, when saying farewell to his doctors, 
who had become his friends, his idols, he said to them: getting ill was worth it 
because it allowed me to meet you.” 

What can I say about my father,  that when he received the visit, a few days ago 
from an angel – a lady from a Catholic Hospice who so dearly helped him, sat next 
to him in the corner of the bed, held his hands and tenderly asked him, “Rafael…
how do you feel?”

And my father looked at her with those sky blue eyes, and with that mischievous 
smile, and said…“totally fucked”.

She also laughed (a lot) and said to him:

In all these years, a patient has never answered that question with that sense of 
humor……..thank you Rafael, she said, for that smile.

Daddy: thank you for everything you taught me…...for so much love and tender-
ness ...but perhaps above all: thank you for that smile.
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Mario Diaz-Balart:

 “Interesting, this is a very interesting process, I’m learning a great deal, it’s a blessing 
from God, to be able to keep on learning until the end.”

In the last moments of his life, my father spoke this way about the process of his 
own death.

He continued learning and he continued teaching me until the last moment.

My father did more, Much more than teach me how to live. With his example, 
With his love, With his determination, With his strength and his devotion to hon-
or and his word, He taught me how to face life, with all its challenges and blessings.

He always used to say that politics was a lay priesthood. And he taught us that there 
is no greater satisfaction than being able to help others.

Maimónides, his favorite philosopher said: 

“He who saves a soul in the world, is as if he were saving a whole world.” On the 
contrary, some think that the common good is more important than the good of 
every person.

But my father always told me that there is no common good if there’s no individual 
good to start with.

That’s why he always treated every person with so much respect and love.

What a friend…. 
...And what kinds of friends he has.

When General Douglas MacArthur said good-bye for the last time to his dear sol-
diers in West Point, he talked about the fundamental principles of life, 

Which are the same principles of how to live and how to die…….that my father 
taught my siblings and me:

Duty.  
Honor.  
And country.

Those three sacred words, MacArthur said, will dictate what you want to be, what 
you can be. They are your rallying points: to build courage when courage seems 
to fail;  To regain faith when there seems to be little cause for faith, To create hope 
when hope becomes forlorn. General MacArthur continues,

They teach you not to substitute words for actions. To have a heart that is clean, a 
goal that is high To learn to laugh, yet never forget how to weep To reach into the 
future yet never neglect the past To be serious yet never to take yourself too seri-
ously To be modest so that you will remember the simplicity of true greatness, the 
open mind of true wisdom, the meekness of true strength. 

For my father, 
Duty 
Honor  
And country

Were not only the foundation of his being, But also Guided him every day of his 
life. Everything he taught me does not end today…he will continue to guide me 
for the rest of my life...
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Lincoln Diaz-Balart:

My father was my constant teacher and best friend. 
He taught me how to live -and now he has taught me how to die. 
He kept on teaching me until the last moment of his life -with so much strength, 
and with so much tenderness!

One of the first memories of my life (it’s like a photographic image) is that of my 
parents (my mother and father) looking at me from above (maybe in my cradle) 
with the smiles of parents. I still remember the happiness and security they in-
stilled in me in that moment.

During the last days of his life I wanted to convey to him that same feeling of hap-
piness and security with my eyes and my words. What I do know is that during the 
difficult moments at the end of his life, he continued to look and talk to me and 
my brothers with the same tenderness and transmitting the same happiness and 
security he always did.

I’m going to miss his tenderness, wisdom and talent, his orientation and advice, 
his generosity of spirit (a practical, real and solid generosity, not a theoretical one).

How he enjoyed being able to help someone!

I’m going to deeply miss his devotion and supreme love for Cuba, because his wis-
dom for bringing together Cubans of different thoughts and origins will be greatly 
needed in the coming Republic. 

He used his extraordinary communication gift to unify and build, both in personal 
relations or through mass media.

Mercedes Romay, his Chelas, his endless idyllic companion, found this letter a few 
days ago among my father’s books. It is from a listener of his radio program “So-
bremesa” 10 years ago. 

“Dear Sir:

Let me address you through this means, since it is impossible to reach you 
by telephone during your program. And that is logical. You have many 
thousands of listeners.

I’m not Cuban. I do appreciate and love Cubans, but of course, my passion 
for your homeland is not as great as yours.

The night you answered those people who were not fond of your taking 
Mr. Huber Matos to the station for an interview, Mr. Díaz-Balart, I was re-
ally moved while listening to you. You gave a lesson of law in all its facets, a 
real lesson in democracy, honorability, great generosity and a great vision 
for Cuba after Castro is physically destroyed, since he is already morally 
destroyed…..that night I closed my eyes and saw myself in the auditorium 
of a great university.  

Your loyal listener, Mrs. Acuña.”

Uniting and building!

And in the peak of his talent…until his last days!

How I wish that he could return!

But, as Ortega y Gasset said, “Man is man plus his circumstances.”

What are our circumstances now?

We have to make sure that his ideals of fraternal love and his devotion for Cubans 
return.

As my father wrote in his fraternal and inspired essay, an answer to “The Home-
land belongs to everyone” of our brothers on the enslaved island, and which he 
entitled: “And We Belong to the Homeland:”
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“A spiritual infrastructure of love is the greatest achievement we can aim for.

This implies the defense of our ethnic, cultural, philosophical and religious roots.

One sole race, the “Cuban race,” should reign with deserved respect… Those of us 
who are believers can and should always put God above all in the free and lay Re-
public that will soon be a reality. And everyone: believers, agnostics and atheists, 
ought to keep in our hearts a supreme commandment, the new and triumphant 
formula of love: 

You shall love Cuba above everything else, and other Cubans as you love yourself.”

Yes, Rafael Lincoln Díaz-Balart Gutiérrez, as you told us during the last hours or 
your life:

“It was worth it.”

“It begins now.”

All that struggle, all that studying, all that wisdom, all that perseverance, all that 
love….was worth it. 

And it will constitute a seed for the resuscitation and the reconstruction of what 
was the ideal of your life:

The New Republic, free and lay.




